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Module – I Making of Basic Blocks 

 

Children basic bodice (front): 

Measurement required: 

Shoulder slope 

Full length 

Centre length 

Across shoulder 

Bust or chest arc 

Waist arc 

Back arc 

Shoulder length 

Side length 

 

Drafting: Front 

 

Square a line and mark A on the top right corner. 

A-B = Full length + 1/16” 

A-C = Across shoulder, now square a short line down from C 
B-D= Centre front length-3/8” 

B-E=Bust arc 

B-F= Slope measurement+ 1/8” 

F-G=Shoulder length 

Now square a line from the F-G line. 
B-H= 2 ½” 
H-I= ¾” 
H-J= Half of H-I 
Square a line up from J 
K= Side length- ¾” 
Draw dart legs from K to H and K to I 
E-L= ¾” 
Draw a slightly curved line from L to I 
L-M= Side length 
Square a short line in from M 
F-N= 2” 
N-O= 3/8” 
With a French curve touching D, G draw a curved line. 

With a French curve touching points F, O and M draw armhole curve. The curve line can blend with the 
square line before touching point M. 
Back: 
Square a line and mark A on the top right corner. 
A-B= full length plus 1/16 inch. 
A-C = across shoulder. 
Square a line down from C. 
B – D = centre back length. 
Square a line in from D. 
B-E = back arc. Add 1 inch for ages 3-6 and 1/2 for ages 7-14. 
Square a line up from E. 
B-F = slope measurement, plus 1/8 inch. 
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F-G = shoulder length plus 1/4 inch ease. 
B-H = 2 1/2 inches. 
H-I = 5/8 inch (1 inch for ages 8-14). 
H-J = one half of H-I. 
Square a line up from J. 

J-K = side length minus 3/4 inch. 

Draw dart legs. 
E-L = 3/4 inch. 
Square a short line down from L. 

L-M = 1/8 inch. 

Draw a slightly curved line from M to I. 
M-N = side length. 
F-O = 2 inches. 
Square a short line in from O. 

O-P = 1/2 inch. 

With a french curve touching F, P, N draw arm hole curve. 
With a french curve touching D and G draw neckline curve. 
And now you have a back bodice!! 
Your front and back bodices should look like this. 

 

Sleeve: 
Step 1: A-B = The sleeve length (30) 
Step 2: A-C = The cap height (31) 
Step 3: B-D = Half of the distance from B-C 
Step 4: D-E = 1/2″ 
Step 5: Draw horizontal lines square to line A-B at points A, C, E, and B 
Step 6: C-F = Half of the bicep measurement (32) 
Step 7: C-G = The same as C-F 
Step 8: Draw lines from A-F and A-G 
Step 9: Divide lines A-F and A-G into thirds 
Step 10: Label the thirds H and I on the back and J and K on the front 
Step 11: Half way between F and I mark point L 
Step 12: Half way between G and K mark point M 
Step 13: Square out a 1/2″ line from point H 
Step 14: Square out a 1/2″ line from point J 
Step 15: Square in a 1/8″ line from point L 
Step 16: Square in a 1/4″ line from point M 
Now use your french curve to make the cap of the sleeve. 
Step 17: Connect points A, I, and the end of line H with a curved line. 
Step 18: Connect points F, I, and the end of line L with a curved line. 
Step 19: Connect points A, K, and the end of line J with a curved line. 
Step 20: Connect points K, G, and the end of line M with a curved line. 
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When all four curves are connected your sleeve cap should look like this. Remember to mark the front and 
back so there is no confusion later. (H is on the Back and J is on the Front.) 

 
 

Module –II Basic Pattern Alterations 

A comfortable, attractive garment fits properly. It is neither too large nor too small and conforms to 
the contours of the body without binding, pulling, sagging, straining, or wrinkling. 

Pattern adjustments and alterations are often necessary to achieve a good fit, especially in a form- 
fitting garment. Making adjustments or alterations before the garment is cut from fabric will eliminate 
many problems later. Use this collection of alteration guidelines to solve women’s most common fitting 
problems. 

A pattern can be altered and adjusted three ways: 
1. By folding out excess fullness to make an area smaller. 
2. By slashing and spreading or overlapping along pattern lines to increase or decrease dimensions. 
3. By redrawing darts or seam lines. 

Fitting problems usually involve one or more of these basic body areas: neckline, bust line, hipline, arms, 
shoulder line, back waistline, or abdomen. 

As time passes, you may find that the problems of fitting your figure may change. Because of this, you 
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will want to compare your current body measurements (Table 1) plus ease to the particular pattern you 
are using. The amount of ease in a pattern is determined by how close- or loose-fitting the pattern design 
is. 

Make appropriate adjustments or alterations when you find differences between your measurements plus 
ease and the pattern. After adjusting or altering the pattern, do a careful pin-fitting to further ensure that 
your garment will fit well. 
As you alter the pattern, remember these guidelines: 

• Keep all fabric grain lines, the center front, and the center back on the fabric’s straight of grain. 
• Make adjustments carefully in order to preserve the garment’s original style or design lines. 
• Maintain ease allowance for comfort. 
• Whenever possible, use adjustment lines already provided on a pattern. 
• When you alter a pattern, make corresponding changes on all related pieces. 

 

ALTERING BODICE PATTERNS 
 

Full Bust (large cup size) 

Slash across the pattern along bust dart fold line to center front. Slash across the pattern from waist to shoulder 

along waist dart fold line. Spread the desired amount at center front and bust area. Do not spread at shoulder seam. 

Redraw seam lines and darts. (New darts will be larger than the original darts.) 
 

Small Bust (small cup size) 

Slash across the pattern along bust dart fold line to center front. Slash across pattern from waist to 

shoulder along waist dart fold line. Overlap darts the desired amount to decrease the bust area. Do not 

overlap at shoulder seam. (New darts will be smaller than the original darts.) 
 

High Bust 

 
Slash below dart and up to armscye (or armhole) level. Fold out desired amount above the dart. Lengthen 
the waistline dart as needed. Redraw seamline below dart. 
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Low Bust 

Slash above dart and down to waist. Fold out desired amount below dart. Shorten the waistline dart as 
needed. Redraw seamline above dart. 

 
Small Neck 

Redraw neckline to raise it the desired amount. Add the same amounts to the facing and collar patterns. 
 

Large Neck 

Redraw neckline to lower it the desired amount. Alter the facing and collar patterns to match the new 
neckline. 

 
Gaping Neckline 

Slash from neckline down through bust area to waist. Overlap the desired amount on neck edge; the 

waistline dart will become larger. Remember to alter the neckline facing and collar patterns to fit the 

altered neckline. 
 

Sloping Shoulders 

Redraw shoulder seam and armscye seams, sloping and lowering them the desired amount. Be sure to redraw seams 

on both front and back pattern pieces 
 

Round Shoulders 

Slash across the back from center back to armscye. Slash down from middle of neckline curve. Spread the 

desired amounts, making the addition at the neckline a new dart 
 

Narrow Shoulders 

Slash from midpoint of shoulder down and across to middle of armscye. Overlap pattern the desired 
amount, and redraw. Be sure to complete alterations for both bodice front and back 

 
Broad Shoulders 

Slash from midpoint of shoulder down and across to the middle of armscye. Spread pattern the desired 

amount. Redraw seam from neckline to armscye. Be sure to complete alterations for both bodice front and 

back. 
 

Square Shoulders 

Redraw shoulder seam and armscye seams, raising them the desired amount. Be sure to redraw seams 
on both front and back pattern pieces. 

 
Narrow Back 

Slash from shoulder to waist. Slash from underarm side seam to first slash. Overlap pattern sections 
the desired amount, but do not overlap at shoulder or waistline 

 
Broad Back 

Slash down from midpoint of shoulder to bottom 

of armscye and across. Spread pattern the desired amount. Redraw side seam and shoulder dart. (The new 
dart will be larger than the original one.) 

 
Sleeve Cap Too Narrow 
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Slash from top of sleeve to elbow, then across to side seam. Spread the desired amount at the top. 

Redraw cap. Add 1/2 the amount added to the shoulder cap to the shoulder seam on both the bodice 

front and back. 
 

Large Upper Arm 

Measure the length of the original seam at the top of the sleeve and record the measurement. Slash sleeve 

down the center from top to bottom. Slash across cap. As you pull the sleeve open to make it wider, the 

cap will become shorter; redraw the cap to its original height. Measure the length of the new seam at the 

top of the sleeve. Figure the difference from the original seam. Add 1/2 of the difference to the underarm 

seams of both the bodice front and back. 
 

Small Arm 

Measure the length of the original seam at the top of the sleeve and record the measurement. On the 

pattern, fold out the desired amount along a line from top to bottom of sleeve. Redraw lines at hem of 

sleeve and cap to make a smooth seamline. Measure the length of the new seam at the top of the sleeve; 

figure the difference from the original seam. Remove 1/2 the difference from the underarm seams of both 

the bodice front and back. 
 

Large Arm 

Slash sleeve down the center from top to bottom and spread the desired amount. Add 1/2 the amount 
added to the sleeve to the bodice front and back side seam. 

 

ALTERING SKIRT PATTERNS 
 

Protruding Derriere 
 

Slash from waistline to hemline parallel to center back through waistline dart. In hip area, slash across 

pattern from center back to side seam. Spread the pattern the width and length desired. Redraw dart 

and seamlines. (The new dart will be larger than the original dart.) 
 

Flat Derriere 
 

Slash parallel to center back from waistline to hemline through the waistline dart. In hip area, slash across 

pat-tern from center back to side seam. Overlap pattern in hip area the desired amount to reduce width 

and length. Redraw dart and seamlines. (The new dart will be small-er than the original.) 
 

Sway Back 
 

On bodice back just above waistline, fold out desired amount and redraw side seam, dart, and center back 

seam. On skirt back just below waistline, fold out de-sired amount and redraw side seam, dart, and center 

back seam. 
 

Protruding Abdomen 

 
Slash from waistline to hemline parallel to center front through waistline dart. In the abdomen area, 
slash across the pattern from center front to side seam. Spread the pattern the desired amount to 
increase in 
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width and length. Redraw dart and seamlines. (The new dart will be smaller than the original, and the 
waistline seam will curve up.) 

 

Bulging Thigh or Wide Hips 
 

Slash parallel to the side seam from hemline up to thigh or hip area, then across to side seam. Spread 
the desired amount. Redraw seamline from waistline to hem. 

 

Flat Side Hip 
 

Fold out the desired amount along the side seam of skirt front and skirt back. Fold should be parallel to 
center front and center back. 
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Broad Back 
Slash down from midpoint of shoulder to bottom 

of armscye and across. Spread pattern the desired amount. Redraw side seam and shoulder 
dart. (The new dart will be larger than the original one.) 

 

Sleeve Cap Too Narrow 

Slash from top of sleeve to elbow, then across to side seam. Spread the desired amount at the 
top. Redraw cap. Add 1/2 the amount added to the shoulder cap to the shoulder seam on both 
the bodice front and back. 

 

Large Upper Arm 

Measure the length of the original seam at the top of the sleeve and record the measurement. 
Slash sleeve down the center from top to bottom. Slash across cap. As you pull the sleeve open to 
make it wider, the cap will become shorter; redraw the cap to its original height. Measure the 
length of the new seam at the top of the sleeve. Figure the difference from the original seam. Add 
1/2 of the difference to the underarm seams of both the bodice front and back. 

 

Small Arm 

Measure the length of the original seam at the top of the sleeve and record the measurement. 
On the pattern, fold out the desired amount along a line from top to bottom of sleeve. Redraw 
lines at hem of sleeve and cap to make a smooth seamline. Measure the length of the new 
seam at the top of the sleeve; figure the difference from the original seam. Remove 1/2 the 
difference from the underarm seams of both the bodice front and 

 

Large Arm 

Slash sleeve down the center from top to bottom and spread the desired amount. Add 1/2 the 
amount added to the sleeve to the bodice front and back side seam. 

 

Module-3 Sample preparation 

Collar 

 

Peter Pan Collar 
 
 

 
This Peter Pan collar has virtually no collar stand and is therefore very flat. The construction is 

drafted directly on the combined front and back pattern with little overlap at the shoulder. This 

gives the necessary width for the collar to lie flat on the shoulder. 
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Collar Construction: 
 

 
Close the bust dart on the front pattern. Place the back pattern on the front shoulder with 1 – 1.5 

cm overlap at the armhole. The slight overlap at the shoulder gives this collar a very flat shape 

but, at the same time, prevents a too wide and wavy collar edge. Lower the neckline 1 cm at the 
shoulder and at the centre back. Lower the neckline 2 cm at the centre front and draw the new 

neckline perpendicular to the centre back. Plot the Peter Pan collar 6 cm wide according to the 

illustration. Draw the front collar 0.7 cm lower than the neckline for a better fall. Trace a copy 

of the collar. 

 
High Peter Pan Collar 

 
 

 
The grown-on stand gives this Peter Pan Collar a higher shape. The construction is drafted 

directly on the combined front and back pattern. Front part and back pattern overlap so far at 
the shoulder that the shortened outside edge provides the collar with the necessary stand. 
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Collar Construction: 
 

 
Close the bust dart on the front pattern. Lower the neckline 1 cm at the shoulder and at the centre 
back. Lower the neckline 2 cm at the centre front and draw the new neckline perpendicular to 

the centre back. Place the back pattern on the front shoulder with the lowered neck points 

matching and 7 – 8 cm overlap at the armhole. 

 

Convertible Collar with Separate Stand 
 

 

 
This collar shows a very good fit due to the separation of collar stand and collar. First draw the 
collar and the collar stand in one like a normal convertible collar. Then separate the collar stand 
from the collar and reduce the width at the collar seam and the collar stand seam. This way the 
collar has a more snug fit around the neck and is not as flat as a regular convertible collar. 
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Collar Construction: 
 
 
 

 
Lower the basic neckline 1 cm at the shoulder, 1.5 cm at the centre front and 0.5 cm at the 
centre back. Draw the new neckline perpendicular to the centre back. Mark the collar insert 
point 1 cm away from the centre front. Measure the lowered neckline on the front and back 
pattern from the centre back to the collar insert point. Draw a horizontal line with the same 
length as the lowered neckline minus 0.5 cm. From the starting point, measure 3.5 cm for the 
collar roll, 4 cm for the collar stand, 0.5 cm for the collar break line and 5.5 cm for the collar 
width upward. Raise the collar front 0.7 cm and measure 3.5 cm from this point to the left for 
the collar point. Draw the collar front edge 10 cm wide. Plot the collar and the collar stand as 
shown in the illustration. Start the collar stand 3 cm away from the front edge. Draw the 
cutting lines as shown. 

 
Collar modification: 
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Separate the collar and the collar stand at the seamline. Cut through each pattern piece 
from the collar stand seam to the outer edge. Overlap the cutting at the collar stand seam 

0.3 cm each. Taper the centre back at the collar stand seam 0.2 cm each. 
 

Finished Pattern Pieces: 
 
 

 
Copy the collar and the collar stand. Blend the seam lines. Check the collar for sufficient length 
at the outer edge. Depending on the material, add around 0.4 cm roll width to the upper collar. 
Check all seam transitions and mark the grain line. 

 

Collar with High Stand 
 

 

 
The collar stand is designed up to the centre front and can be drafted separately at a horizontal 
baseline. The collar has a high and conservative look. 
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Collar Construction: 

 

 
Lower the basic neckline only slightly for this collar with high stand. Lower the neckline 1 cm at 
the shoulder, 0.5 cm at the centre back and 1.5 cm at the centre front. Draw the new neckline 
perpendicular to the centre back. Measure the lowered neckline for the collar construction. 
The collar stand is designed up to the centre front and is closed edge to edge with loops and 
buttons. Draw a horizontal line with the same length as the lowered neckline. From the starting 
point, measure 4.5 cm for the collar stand, 4.5 cm for the collar roll and 5.5 cm for the collar 
width upward. Raise the collar front 2.5 cm and draw the collar stand seam. Draw the centre 
front of the collar stand perpendicular to the seamline 4.5 cm wide. Complete the collar stand 
and mark the collar insert point 0.3 cm away from the centre front. Measure 1.5 cm from this 
point to the left for the collar point. Draw the collar front edge 5 cm wide. Plot the collar as 
shown in the illustration. 

 

 

Eton Collar 
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This collar is constructed like a Peter Pan collar, but with separate collar stand. Collar stand 
and collar are drawn on the combined front and back. The collar stand has a snug fit around 
the neck and the collar lies rather flat due to the round outer edge 

 

Collar Construction: 
 

 
Close the bust dart on the front pattern. Lower the neckline 2.5 cm at the shoulder and 2 cm at 
the centre back. Lower the neckline 3 cm at the centre front and draw the new neckline 
perpendicular to the centre front and centre back. Place the back pattern on the front 
shoulder with the lowered neck points matching and 1 – 1.5 cm overlap at the armhole. The 
slight overlap at the shoulder gives this collar a very flat shape but, at the same time, prevents 
a too wide and wavy collar edge. Draw the collar stand 3.5 cm wide parallel to the lowered 
neckline. Plot the collar 8 cm wide as shown in the illustration. Draw the front collar 1 cm 
lower than the neckline for a better fall. Mark the cutting lines according to the illustration. 

 
Finished Pattern Pieces: 

 

https://www.muellerundsohn.com/en/allgemein/pattern-construction-for-peter-pan-collar/
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Trace a copy of the collar and the collar stand. Slash and spread the neckline 1 cm at each 

cutting line. Blend the seam lines. Fit the collar for adequate length of the outer edge. Add 0 – 

0.4 cm roll width to the upper collar depending on the material. Check all seam transitions and 

mark the grain lines. 

 

 

 

 

 

Yokes 
 

 

Simple Round yoke 

On A-B mark point 2 such that E-2 = 3/4 inch; 

 
From line G-E mark up 3/4 inch to point 1 on armhole line. 

 
Join the two points 1 & 2 in a soft curved line forming the lower line of the round yoke; cut out 
the yoke and the lower portion separately. 

 
When you mark this pattern on the cloth do not forget to give 1/4 or 1/2 inch seam allowance. 
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If you want gathers on the lower part this can be drawn after the paper 

pattern is cut and separated into the yoke and the lower part 
 

Full round yoke 
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Add the necessary seam allowance (1/4 inch or 1/2 inch ) when cutting from the cloth. 

If necessary add allowance for gathers in the lower bodice pattern. 
 

Straight yoke 
 
 

 

 
 

Mark point 1 on the line A-B such that A-1 = 6 or 7 inch 

Draw a line straight from point 1 to the armhole 1-2 

Cut along the line 1-2 in the paper pattern . Add the necessary seam allowance (1/4 inch or 
1/2 inch ) when cutting from the cloth. If necessary add allowance for gathers in the lower 

bodice pattern. 
 

Square Yoke Pattern 

This pattern can be styled in two ways – one starting from the shoulders and the other one 
starting from the armhole. 
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Once the paper pattern for the dress is done on paper, mark point 1 such that F-1 = 5 inch ( may 
take 4 inch for kids) 

 
On the fold line mark a point 2 such that A-2 = 10 inch ( for kids’ dresses 7 inch) 

Now mark point 3 such that 2-3 is 3 inch ( for kids 2 inches) 

Cut out the yoke pattern ; add seam allowance of 1/4 or 1/2 inch 
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Add the necessary seam allowance (1/4 inch or 1/2 inch ) when cutting from the cloth. 
If necessary add allowance for gathers in the lower bodice pattern. 

 
 
 

Pentagonal yoke pattern 
 
 
 

Mark a point 1 on the armhole line 2 inches from line G-E 

Mark 2 on line A-B such that A-2 = 10 inches 

Add the necessary seam allowance (1/4 inch or 1/2 inch ) when cutting from the cloth. 
If necessary add allowance for gathers in the lower bodice pattern. 

 
Side Yokes 

Mark the neck depth as C-D 
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From D mark 2 1/2 inches to point 2 

From point G mark down 4 inches 

Draw a curved line touching points G- 2 -C 

 
This is the side yoke line – add 1/4 or 1/2 inch seam allowance when cutting from fabric 

 
This yoke should be cut out and sewn to the rest of the front bodice. Then it is finished the 
same way that the front bodice is finished 

 

Sleeves 

Bell sleeve: 

The bell sleeve is so simple, but it s a lovely addition to a dress, top, or blouse. It's gentle flare 
is feminine without being "fluffy". A bell sleeve can actually take many forms, from the slight 
flare at the wrist shown at left, to a much more extreme bell shape on a fitted bicep (think of 
a '60's bell-bottom pant leg, but worn on your arm!).The sleeves can be wide and flowy, or have 
an asymmetrical hem. Costumes often use a bell sleeve, in fantasy characters (a fairy princess 
or Snow White's Evil Queen) or in historical (mostly Medieval) costumes. 

 

Drafting the Bell Sleeve 

Start with your blouse sleeve block (not the fitted sleeve from the original block).Draw vertical lines along the 

grainline (from shoulder point to hem), and again on each side of the grainline, dividing the sleeve 

into four relatively even sections. 

https://www.clothingpatterns101.com/basic-blouse.html
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Cut along those lines (we'll be using a "slash and spread" technique). 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Spread the pieces apart with about 1" between each section (this can be easily adapted for 
more or less flare when you make your muslin). 

 
Then add about 1" on each side seam for a bit more flare. Mark a point roughly half way 
between the underam and the hem (this is the elbow area) and draw a line flaring away from 
the side seam 1" at the hem. (The red dashed line is the original side seam of the blouse 
sleeve). 

 

This is part of what makes the sleeve a bell rather than just a wide sleeve. 
 

The pattern now tapers to the elbow (although it also has just a bit more room through 
the bicep than the blouse sleeve), then flares gently to the hem. 

https://www.clothingpatterns101.com/full-sleeve.html
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This sleeve is so simple yet so beautiful. It makes the most basic blouse or dress a bit more 
special, and, depending on the amount of flare you choose, can also add quite a lot of drama! 

 

 
 
 

Bishop Sleeve 

 
bishop (or "bishop's") sleeve is a classic look, but it's not boring. It's the difference between a 

basic blouse with a slightly full sleeve, and a blouse with a beautifully draped sleeve that's 
fluid and fabulous. 

 
Even the most basic blouse moves up from a utilitarian, "wear for work" 
garment to an elegant dinner blouse with the addition of a bishop's sleeve 
- worn with a satin or velvet skirt, it will even take you to a holiday party! 

 
The fullness in this sleeve is entirely at the cuff; there is virtually 
nothing added to the sleeve cap. This is not a "puffy" sleeve. 

 

.Drafting the Bishop's Sleeve 

. Divide the sleeve into four approximately equal sections - draw vertical lines from the cap 
to the hem and cut along those lines. Do not cut through the cap - keep the sections connected 
just a tiny bit, if possible. (It's not really a problem if you cut them apart, it just makes it a bit 
more difficult to keep them in order and make them meet at the cap properly) 
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Spread the sections apart to create the full shape of the blouse. I spread 2" at the hem - you 
may find that you like more or less fullness, and it can vary depending on the fabric you're 
using. 

 
In addition to spreading the sections, you'll need to add a little length to the back part of the 
sleeve only. This creates that beautiful drape that is what the bishop's sleeve is all about. It also 
allows freedom of movement at the elbow when the arm is bent. 
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Draw a short line 3/4" below section #3 - this is the section next to the center, but towards the 
back of the sleeve (remember, the back of the sleeve is the side that has 2 notches in the cap). 

 
Now, draw the new bottom edge. Draw a nice curve from side to side, incorporating the lower 
area towards the back. This might take a bit of practice, but you can do this free-form if you'd 
like. 

 

Your final design will look something like the one at right. 

 
You'll need a cuff to gather and hold the fullness at the wrist. The measurements in the 
illustration are just guidelines - you may need to adjust depending on the size of your wrist 
and how deep you want your cuff to be. 

 
This cuff will finish at about 1 3/4"; you may opt for a more narrow cuff and let the sleeve 
drape take the focus, or you could go with a higher cuff with more buttons or trim. 

 
You'll also need a vent to allow the cuff to open properly. The vent is just a short line drawn in 
the longer area - see the illustration for size and placement. 

 
The vent can be finished with a narrow binding or a placket. The binding is probably easier, and 
still looks very nice. 
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Cap sleeve 

Drafting a Cap Sleeve Pattern 
A cap sleeve is more of a decorative detail than a true sleeve - but it's a great-looking addition 
to what would otherwise be a simple arm-baring top. 

 
Like its name implies, this sleeve consists of little more than the cap itself, and generally 
doesn't go all the way around the armhole. 

 
As a shoulder detail, it adds a bit of interest and coverage when you want something just a 
bit more than sleeveless, but less than a typical short sleeve. 

 

And it's easy to draft and to sew! 
 

Drafting the Cap Sleeve 

You'll start with your blouse sleeve block (the sketch shows only the upper part of the 
block, since we're making a very short item). 

 
Start by shortening the cap itself by about 1/2". This reduces (or almost eliminates) the ease at 
the cap; it's not needed in this case. 

 

 
Then mark a point on the grainline about 1 1/2" to 2" above the bicep line. From there, draw a 
gentle curve to each side of the cap, below the notches (the ends will be about 3/4" above the 
bicep line). This is your hemline. 

 
The end result is a very short sleeve, which does not surround the arm. Be sure to mark where 
the sleeve ends on the front and back blouse pieces! 
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Flutter sleeve 

What is a "flutter" sleeve? It's a full, flowy - and usually short - sleeve that's perfect for a 
summer top or dress. This is a very feminine look, very airy and cool in warm weather. 

 

It can be made long or short, but it's the most "fluttery" when worn short. 
 

It's also a variation on a full sleeve - but the fullness is loose and fluid, not gathered into a cuff. 
 

Drafting the Flutter Sleeve 

Start with your blouse sleeve block, shortened to about 2-3" below the bicep. 
 

Draw vertical lines dividing the sleeve into several sections, about 1 1/2" wide (except for each 
end - leave those sections about 3" wide). 
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Cut along these lines from the hem almost to the sleeve cap. It's best to keep the sections 

connected at the sleeve cap so they don't get out of order, but it's not a problem is you 

accidentally cut through the edge - just don't re-arrange the pieces! 
 

Spread the pieces apart to create width and fullness at the bottom. 
 

For a relatively modest flutter and flare, separate the pieces about 1 1/2' each. 
 

 
You can adjust the pieces to add as much or as little flare as you want - for a fuller flare and 
more drape in the sleeve, spread the pieces about 2" each, until the side seams are almost 
horizontal. 

 

 
The final shape may seem a bit strange, but it will produce a nicely draped flare at the hem. 

 

All of the fullness in this sleeve is at the bottom - there is no gathering or "puffiness" at the sleeve cap. 
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Puff sleeve 

 
The version shown at left is classic, and is really the easiest variation. 

 

This "puff" sleeve adds fullness at both the sleeve cap and at the bottom, and 
the bottom is gathered into a cuff (which we'll discuss on another page). 

 

The puff sleeve is common in little girl's clothing, but if done well it can also be 
nice for women (I prefer a slightly longer length for women - a girl's puff sleeve is 
almost a ball shape). 

 
You'll start with the sleeve from your blouse block, which is already a bit less fitted than the 
original fitted sleeve block. 

 
Trace your block pattern onto an inexpensive paper, like newsprint. You can use newsprint at 
this point because this copy will NOT be your final pattern. You'll use this copy to slash and 
spread, and will eventually throw it out. 

 

DO NOT CUT YOUR ORIGINAL BLOCK PATTERN! 
 

In this case, I'm showing a short sleeve, so you can draw your bottom edge about 5" below the 
bicep line - this is generally a nice length, especially for a full sleeve. 

 

Draw 5 to 7 parallel lines from the sleeve cap to the hem. 
 

You'll need at least 5 lines to ensure even distribution of fullness and maintain the overall 
shape of the sleeve. 

https://www.clothingpatterns101.com/womens-blouse-block.html
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Cut along the lines to separate the pieces of the sleeve. 
 

It's important to keep them in the proper order - if it helps to number the pieces, go ahead 
and do that! 

 

 

Then separate the pieces! I used 7 lines, so 1" to 1 1/4" each will give and additional 7 to 9" 
of "pouf" to the sleeve. 

 
Tape the pieces together and lay them over your craft paper, freezer paper, or whatever 
you use for your final pattern. 

 

 

Trace around the pieces for your final pattern. That's the grey area of the sketch - the 
white pieces are your newsprint pattern - you can toss that now! 
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As you trace the sleeve onto your final pattern paper, smooth out the curves (as 
illustrated above - especially between the first and second pieces on each end). 
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Module – I Tailoring Principles 

Introduction of tailoring principles 

By Tailoring I’m going to assume you mean custom and tailoring. The basic principles herein 
being, we create a garment that is not only tailored to one’s measurements, but body type as 
well That goes both ways — we might adjust for sloping shoulders, one sloping shoulder, 
stooping or erect figures, round backs. We manipulate both pattern and cloth/fabric to create 
the shape we want and that best makes for a fitting garment. Besides accounting for different 
body types, an able enough tailor will also define whether or not a customer is most helped by 
a peak lapel or notch lapel, roped or otherwise non—roped shoulders — a long or short jacket, 
and tapered or wider trousers. This all changes depending on what looks best on a customer. 

 

in short, we make sure our customers look as good as they can possibly can. 

Fabric preparation for cutting: 

1. Wash and dry the fabric: You have to wash and dry your fabric the same way you will 

wash and dry the finished garment and according to the care instruction for the 

fabric. This will preshrink the fabric and remove any excess coloring. This way you will 

avoid any shrinking in the finished garment. 

2. Press the fabric: Iron out any wrinkles before cutting. This will make it easier to work 

with as it will lay flat on the surface as you cut it. Make sure you use the right 

temperature for you fabric so you don’t damage it. 

3. Check if the fabric is on grain, and straighten if it is not: The fabric may have been 

pulled off grain during production, and need to be straighten before you cut it. If you 

skip this step, you risk the finished garment to be off grain, meaning it will twist and 

hang unevenly on the body. 

 
How to check if the fabric is straight on grain 

Straight grain means that the lengthwise yarn(warp) of the fabric runs perpendicular to 

the crosswise yarn (weft) . To find out if it is straight, you must first establish a straight 

line across, from selvage to selvage. If your fabric allows it, simply pull out a thread 

near the cut edge from selvage to selvage. If not pull a thread until the fabric puckers 

along the thread. Keep bunching the fabric and pulling every few inches until the 

pucker reaches the opposite selvage. Both methods will give you a straight line across 

the fabric. Using this thread line as your guide, cut all the way across the fabric. 

Then fold the fabric lengthwise so the selvages align. If the grain is straight, the 

corners will line up, and you are ready to go. If not, one corner will be shorter than the 

other, and you need to straighten it. 
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How to straighten the grain 

Hold the short corner in one hand and the opposite corner with the other hand. 
Gently stretch the fabric diagonally. 

 
 
 

 
Fabric preparation for stitching: 

Straighten the grain of the fabric 
 

Before anything else, you would be well advised to check the grains of your fabric. The 
crosswise grain is composed of fabric threads that run parallel to the cut edges of the fabric, 
while the lengthwise grain, on the other hand, is composed of fabric threads that run parallel 
to the edge, the self-finished edge of the fabric. 

 

Sometimes, a fabric may have crosswise and lengthwise grains that are not perfectly 
perpendicular. Such fabrics are said to be “off-grain.” It is important to straighten the grain 
of the fabric or there’s a big chance that your project could go out of shape. 

 

Correct the fabric grain by spotting a single crosswise thread close to one of the cut edges of 
the fabric and then using it as a guide to cut a new edge for the fabric. The procedure will be 
much easier if you can follow a woven design line, like a crosswise stripe, as a reference. Never 
follow a printed design as a reference because the print might not match the actual grain of 
the fabric. One technique you can try (if the fabric is loosely woven) is to pull one crosswise 
thread and remove it completely from the fabric. You can then cut through the gap left behind 
by the thread. 

 

Serge the cut edges of the fabric 
 

Next, serge the cut edges of your fabric to prevent it from unraveling when you launder it for 
the first time and when you begin make your sewing patterns on it. 

 

Pre-wash the fabric 
 

Most fabrics need to be pre-washed because many of them, including cotton, flannel, and 
knitted fabrics, can shrink significantly when washed. It is important to wash such fabrics first 
or your project could get ruined when it is washed only after you’ve finished the construction 
of the garment. 

 

Many fabrics can be washed in the washing machine, although you have to check the care 
instruction provided by the manufacturer to determine specifics. For instance, some fabrics can 
be washed under a normal wash cycle, while others need to be washed under gentle wash 
cycle. Some fabrics can be washed only with cold water, while others can be washed with 
warm water. Still, there are fabrics that can only be hand washed, and there are also those that 
you need to take to the drycleaners. 

 

Iron out the fabric 
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Iron out the fabric after you have done the initial steps of preparation. Make sure to use the 
appropriate amount of heat on the fabric. This is often indicated on the temperature control 
dial of your clothes iron. Afterward, you can finally use the fabric, or you can also fold it and 
put it in storage for later use. 

 

Preparation for finishing: 

Most fabric that is dyed, printed or finished must first be prepared, with the exception of 
denim and certain knit styles. Preparation, also known as pretreatment, consists of a series of 
various treatment and rinsing steps critical to obtaining good results in subsequent textile 
finishing processes. 

 
In preparation, the mill removes natural impurities or processing chemicals that interfere with 
dyeing, printing, and finishing. Typical preparation treatments include desizing, scouring, and 
bleaching. Preparation steps can also include processes, such as singeing and mercerizing, 
designed to chemically or physically alter the fabric. 

 

For instance, the mercerizing stage chemically treats the fabric to increase fiber strength and 
dye affinity, or ability to pick up dyes. This, in turn, increases the longevity of fabric finishes 
applied during finishing. Many of the pollutants from preparation result from the removal 
of previously applied processing chemicals and agricultural residues. These chemical residues 
can be passed on to subsequent stages with improper preparation. 

 
Most mills can use the same preparation equipment for the entire range of products they 
produce. In most cases, facilities favor continuous rather than batch preparation processes 
for economic and pollution control reasons. A number of mills, however, prepare goods, 
particularly knits, batch wise on dyeing machines to simplify scheduling and handling. 
Sometimes, facilities operate batch wise to reduce high capital costs required for high 
productivity and the complexity of storing and tracking goods through continuous wet 
processing operations. 

 
Because preparation is relatively uniform across most of a mill’s production, preparation is 
usually the highest-volume process in a mill and hence an important area for pollution 
prevention. If fabrics contained no contamination upon arrival for wet processing, preparation 
processes would be unnecessary, eliminating about half the pollution outputs from wet 
processing and a significant amount of wastewater. The primary pollutants in preparation are 
wastewater containing alkalinity, BOD, COD, and relatively small amounts of other 
contaminants such as metals and surfactants. 

 

Following are major fabric preparation techniques 
 

 Singeing 
 Desizing 
 Scouring 
 Bleaching 
 Mercerizing 
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Basic sewing technique: 

Basting: A basting stitch is just a temporary stitch to hold several pieces in place. It might be a 

gathered skirt attaching to a waistband, a piece of bias tape on the edge of a quilt or a sleeve 

joining to an armhole. Zippers can benefit from a basting stitch as you will need to sew close to 

the teeth and don’t want it to move before you sew. 

 
 

 
BASTING A SEAM 

 
There are several ways you can baste a seam. They include using a basting stitch or using 
tapes and clips to hold the fabric. 

 
 Hand basting 
 Pin basting 
 Basting with wonder clips 
 Double-sided or iron on tape 
 Machine basting 
 Improvised basting 
 Spray basting glue 

 
The most common one you will use in the majority of clothing sewing patterns is 
machine basting. This is closely followed by pin basting and hand basting. 

 

BASTING STITCH FOR SEWING Basting stitch can be done by hand or machine and is best done 
in a contrasting color so it can easily be identified and removed at the end if necessary. Where 
possible, always baste just inside the seam allowance so it does not need to be removed. 

 

 
HAND BASTING STITCH When you need accurate control of a project you can’t beat hand 
basting. This is especially useful when setting in sleeves to armholes or joining curved 
pieces. Even experienced sewers will hand baste to get the best results. 

 
The best basting stitch is a simple up and down running stitch about 1/4 – 1/2 inch (6mm- 
12mm) apart. The smaller the stitches, the more control you will have. For rough hand basting 
stitch, you can do several up and down stitches at once. Precise basting stitch should be sewn 
with one stitch at a time on a marked line. Secure the ends with a small knot or backstitch. 

https://blog.treasurie.com/running-stitch/
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Hand Basting Stitch 
 

 

 

 

 

MACHINE BASTING STITCH 

 
Lots of my sewing patterns use machine basting to hold pieces in place before sewing the final 
seam. Machine basting is best done on straight pieces of fabric. You may want to place pins to 
lightly secure the edge first. 

 
Machine Settings for Basting Stitch 

 

Basting is done with a straight stitch and an all-purpose sewing machine foot with the needle 
in the center. Just set your machine to the longest stitch length which should be at least 4.0. 
Some machines may go up to 6.0-9.0. Check your sewing machine tension. You may need to 
loosen it slightly especially if you will need to remove the stitches at the end. 

 

 
Most of the time the basting will be hidden in the construction of the garment but if you need 
to remove it later, using a contrasting thread will enable you to unpick it easily. A long stitch 
length can often just be pulled out by steadily holding the loose tail. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Machine Basting Stitch 

https://treasurie.com/
https://blog.treasurie.com/all-purpose-sewing-foot/
https://blog.treasurie.com/sewing-machine-tension/
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PIN BASTING 

Using pins is one of the fastest and easiest basting methods. Pin fabric by placing pins 
vertically or horizontally to your seam. 

 

Sewing over pins is definitely not recommended, so remove them to prevent breaking a 
needle or possibly your machine! 

 
 

 

 
DOUBLE-SIDED AND IRON ON TAPES 

Iron on double-sided tapes such as Wonder Tape is great for basting before sewing knit fabric 
hems. Not only do they hold the hem in place before you start sewing, but they also eliminate 
puckered hems. If sewing leather or vinyl, double-sided tape can hold hems without worrying 
about holes from pins. 

 
Tacking: 

 
In sewing though, tacking or basting refers to temporarily holding several layers of fabric in 

place to prevent them from shifting while machine sewing. Tacking can be done either by hand 

or by sewing machine. If it is done by hand, a special soft cotton thread is used that is easily 

removed without harming the fabric. If it is done by machine, a polyester thread and long 

stitches are used. 

Besides being a temporary stitch, tacking can also be used as a permanent stitch to reinforce 

stress points on clothing or accessories such as pet harnesses, handbags, pants pockets, 

zipper flies, and skirt and jacket vents. 

There are several ways to sew a tacking stitch. Some common stitches are the running 
stitch, the bar tack stitch, and the tailor’s stitch. 

 
Types of Tacking Stitches 

 
1. Running stitch (by hand or sewing machine): This is the most common basting stitch. 

It’s a basic, straight stitch that looks the same on both sides of the fabric. Two common 
usages of the running stitch are darts, and seams for garment fittings. 

 
2. Diagonal basting stitch (by hand): This is a long slanted stitch, similar to a whipstitch, 

that tailors use to hold linings, interfacings, hems etc. during fittings. Quilters also use it 
to baste the quilt layers. 

https://blog.treasurie.com/how-to-pin-fabric/
https://blog.treasurie.com/can-you-sew-over-pins/
https://blog.treasurie.com/sewing-stretch-fabric-hems/
https://blog.treasurie.com/sewing-stretch-fabric-hems/
https://blog.treasurie.com/sewing-stretch-fabric-hems/
https://blog.treasurie.com/sewing-leather-sewing-vinyl/
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3. Bar tack stitch (by sewing machine): This is a short length zig-zag stitch used to 
reinforce stress points on clothes such as on pants pockets and belt loops. Forward 
and backward short stitches create a dense tack as well. This stitch can be done on a 
home sewing machine or a pattern-tacking machine, according to Apparel Sources. 

 

4. Cross-tacking stitch (by sewing machine): In the sewing industry, cross-tacking is a box 
X-shaped stitch done by a pattern-tacking machine. Similar to bar tacking, cross-tacking 
is used to reinforce stress points such as webbing on pet harnesses or handbag 
handles. 

 

Applications of Tacking 

There are myriad applications of tacking. To name a few, sewists tack fabric to: 

 
- Match plaids and patterns 

- Reinforce stress points in clothes, sporting and farming equipment, accessories, and 
a multitude of other products 

- Create gathering 

- Prepare muslin or calico for garment fittings (basting seams, set-in sleeves, waistbands, 
collars, interfacing, etc.) 

- Attach clothing labels or tags on sleeves 

- Secure linings, hems, snaps, eyes, and hooks 

- Install zippers 

- Prevent the fabric and batting layers in a quilt from shifting while sewing 

When to Use Tacking 

Sewists tack two or more layers of fabric to hold them in place. This way, the sewing machine 
will not push the fabric layers out of alignment. Tacking is great for beginner sewists who need 
to focus on machine stitching and not on sewing over pins. It is also an excellent method for 
experienced tailors and seamstresses who want to create couture garments. 

 
Tacking is also used when the fabric is slippery or delicate and pins are not adequate; when 
the marking pencil or the tailor’s chalk may leave a stain; when the pins or the tracing wheel 
may make holes on the fabric; and when sandwiching a quilt. 

 

HEMMING STITCH 

The hem of a garment is a very important part of the finished product. There is a wide range 
of hemming stitches to complement the finish of a dress, blouse or pair of pants. Hems can be 
decorative or almost invisible, but the best hems are sewn by hand.: 

http://apparelresources.com/technology-news/manufacturing-tech/technology-for-pattern-tacking/
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Hemming Stitch 
 
 

HOW TO DO HEMMING STITCH 

Here are 8 ways to do a hemming stitch. All of these hemming stitch options are easy but if 
you have never sewn a hem before then go straight to the easiest which is the running stitch. 

 

CATCH HEMMING STITCH The catch stitch is a good choice for a hemming stitch on knits 

because it has a certain amount of elasticity and stretch. The cross over of the stitch adds 

strength and durability. 

 
DIRECTION – Work the stitch from left to right. 

 

Step 1 – Anchor your thread in the fold of the hem and have the needle pointing to the left.  
Pick up a small piece of fabric on the wrong side of the garment. Work just above the hem. 
Make your stitch very small because it will be seen on the outside. 

 

Step 2 – Pull up your thread and move the needle and thread to the right 1/4” -1/2″ (6- 
12mm) distance and catch a little piece of the hem with the needle facing left. 

 

Continue in this way and as you work you will see the thread crossing over to make the next 
stitch. Remember to use cotton as close in color to the fabric because a small ‘catch’ stitch 
will be seen on the right side of the garment. 

 

BLIND HEMMING STITCH The blind hemming stitch is a very professional way to create a hem 
on pants. 

Step 1 – Measure and fold a double hem to suit the required length of your 
garment. Blind hems are usually wider so I did 2 folds of 1 inch (2.5cm). 

https://blog.treasurie.com/catch-stitch/
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Then fold the folded hem back to the right side of the garment and leave about 1/8” (3mm) 
showing over the top of the folded fabric. This is the fold of the hem you will be working in. 

 

 
Step 2 – Anchor your thread in the hem and start to work from right to left. With your needle, 
catch a small piece of the fabric in the folded edge of the garment. This is to be next to but not 
inside the hem. 

 

This small stitch will be visible on the right side when the hem is complete. Check to be sure 
you only pick up one layer of fabric to make this small stitch. 

 

Step 3 – Move the needle about 1/2” (12mm) to the left and pick up a small stitch in the hem of 
the garment. The threads will be concealed in the fold of the hem. Continue in this way to the 
end of the hem. 

 

Step 4 – Fold the hem down again and press on top of the hem. The only visible stitch will be 
the small amount of fabric caught up in the stitch on the right side. 

 

SLIP HEMMING STITCH The slip hemming stitch looks good on both sides of the garment and is a 
commonly used stitch. 

 
 

Step 1 – Prepare a double fold hem. The size of your hem will depend on your personal choice 
for the finished length. This stitch works equally well on a wide or narrow hem. Start to stitch 
on the upper fold, working from right to left. 

 

Step 2 – Insert the needle into the main fabric. Make sure you keep the stitch level with the 
fold of the hem. The tiny stitch you make will be visible on the right side. Pull up your threads 
to make the stitches taut but not puckered as you sew. 

 

Step 3 – Insert the needle into the fold and pass the needle along inside the fold. Pass the 
needle and thread along the fold for a short distance. Pull the needle out to the fabric side 
under the fold of the hem. 

 

Step 4 – Pick up another small dot of fabric from the garment. Continue in this way for the 
length of the hem. End off in the hem fold at the end. 

 

It is important to measure the space between the amount of fabric taken in the fold and the 
amount taken in the small dot to make sure the stitches are evenly spaced. Mark with 
removable pen if this makes it easier to keep an equal distance. 
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FELLED HEMMING STITCH The felled hemming stitch shows on the outside of the fabric. This 

stitch copes well with bulkier fabrics as it can be hidden in the pile of a thicker fabric. If the 

garment is to be lined the lining shields the long stitches from view. 

 
Step 1 – Prepare the hem and anchor the thread on the wrong side to begin working from 
right to left. 

 

Step 2 – Make a stitch from the folded edge of the hem to run through the fabric for about 
1/4” – 1/2” (6-12mm) into the fabric and come out again at the folded hem edge. Stitch into 
the hem with a small stitch and then repeat the stitch that goes through the fabric and returns 
through at the hem fold. 

 

Step 3 – Continue this way and a series of slightly slanted stitches are formed on the right 
side of the work and the smaller anchor stitch appears on the folded edge of the hem. The 
longer outside stitch will be concealed in the lining if a lining is used. 

 

WHIP STITCH Whipstitch is a simple stitch for hems that need more control. The stitches 

are smaller and closer together and you will see small long stitches on the outside. 

 

 
Step 1: Prepare the hem by pressing it over twice. 

 

Step 2: Place the needle in the main fabric and bring it up at an angle through the fold of the 
hem. 

 
Step 3: Repeat keeping the stitches even. 

 

HAND ROLLED HEM The hand-rolled hem is ideal for finishing sheer fabrics or very 

lightweight materials. It does not work well with thicker fabrics. Use with soft linens, silks 

and cotton. 

 

Step 1 – Prepare the hem by creasing one fold along the hem edge with your thumb or 
finger. Make a narrow fold close to the edge to keep any bulk away from the hem. 

 

Step 2 – You will be working the hem in small stages from right to left. Secure the thread 
with a few back stitches. It is best not to use a knot with fine fabric as it may show and 
spoil the delicate look of the hem. 

 

Step 3 – Start the hemming by making a small slanted stitch into the fabric just above the 
hem. Then slant into the hem and take another stitch in the hem. Repeat this without 
pulling the threads and working between the hem edge and the fabric. 
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Step 4 – After you have completed 3 or 4 stitches pull the thread gently but not too tight. 
This will make the hem roll in gently as it forms the hem and encloses the raw edges. 
Repeat. 

 
Lock stitch: 

When you sew, there is both a starting and an ending point to a seam. To prevent those points 

from unraveling and stretching out of shape, you need to secure them with a back stitch or lock 

stitch. Backstitching is done by sewing backward and forward at the beginning and end of a 

seam, on top of the seam stitches, to prevent the stitching from coming undone. If you are 

sewing with a very fine fabric you might not like how backstitching leaves a relatively large 

amount of thread that can show through the fine fabric, or change the way fabric drapes or 

hangs. In those cases, use a lock stitch instead. 

 
In other cases, it is best to sew off the fabric, leaving a long tail of thread, and then knot the 
thread by hand. Sewing a dart is an example of using this technique. Backstitching or a lock 
stitch would leave an unsightly lump at the pointed end of a dart, but sewing off the end of the 
point allows for a smooth transition. 

 
How to Sew a Back Stitch Every model of a sewing machine is a little different but the basics are 

the same. An industrial sewing machine or a very old home sewing machine may not offer the option 

of sewing in reverse. In this case, you can leave the needle down and change the direction of the 

fabric to obtain the same result. The manual for your sewing machine is the best source of guidance. 

If you don't have the original manual, you can find replacement manuals online. 

 
  When beginning a seam, place the entire piece of fabric under the presser foot with the fabric 

aligned with your seam guide and the back of the presser foot. 
 Sew in reverse for a couple of stitches to the end of the fabric. 

 Stop and sew forward for the length of the seam, keeping the seam guide lined up to sew 
a consistent seam allowance. 

 Sew to the end, stop, and sew in reverse for a couple of stitches. 

  Always press your seams and apply a seam finish. 

 
How to Sew a Lock Stitch A built-in lock stitch feature on a sewing machine sews a certain 
number of stitches and then stops sewing. This option is available on many newer electronic 
sewing machines. Quilters use this feature to secure quilting stitches without having an 
unsightly back stitch visible on their quilts. A lock stitch is also used on sheer fabric and fabric 
that tends to have a large amount of sweeping drape, since backstitching could interfere, even 
in a small way, with the natural drape of the fabric. 

 
 On a sewing machine that has a built-in lock stitch feature, refer to your sewing machine 

manual. The lock stitch feature sews the same single stitch backward and forward without 
repeated stitches. 

 On a sewing machine that does not have a built-in lock stitch feature, you can achieve the same 
result by shortening the stitch length to as short as possible and sewing two to four stitches in 
that one spot. More than that is apt to jam the machine and create an unsightly thread knot. 

https://www.thesprucecrafts.com/how-to-sew-darts-2977516
https://www.thesprucecrafts.com/sewing-machine-manuals-or-replacement-manuals-2978304
https://www.thesprucecrafts.com/sewing-tools-and-equipment-to-sew-4122025
https://www.thesprucecrafts.com/pressing-seams-to-the-side-or-open-2821932
https://www.thesprucecrafts.com/choose-a-seam-finish-2977482
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 It also is possible to stop the sewing machine stitching, leave a thread tail and then pull one 
tail to the back side and hand knot the thread tails tight to the fabric. 

 
 
 

 
Eyelet Stitch 

 
How to do the Eyelet Stitch This stitch resembles a small eye on a doll. Eyelet Stitch is 

particularly nice when done in the same color as the fabric, like white on white. This stitch 

helps to create a small hole in the fabric with a work around it. You can work with this 

technique, no matter how big the hole. 
 

Fig 1: To begin with, puncture a hole in the fabric. 

I used a nail to do that. Now, draw a stitch line 

around it. The area between the drawn line and the 

hole will be filled with stitches. 

Bring out the needle from one end of the stitch 

line as shown. Take the needle in through the hole 

and bring it out again from the stitch line, as near 

as possible to the previous point. 

Fig 2: Keep up with this simple procedure. 

Work all around the hole. To make the hole 

more visible, just pull the thread out tighter. 

Instead of a circled stitch line around the 

hole, you can also experiment with any other 

shapes, like a square or an oval. 
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Button hole Stitch 

Buttonhole one of the basic stitches in hand embroidery which actually forms a whole family 

of loop stitches. It is really handy, so I strongly believe that learning it is essential for a needle 

worker. 

HOW TO WORK BUTTONHOLE STITCH 

Buttonhole stitch is normally worked from left to right. When you work it, you need to 

imagine (or draw with an erasable(!) marker) two parallel lines, one above the other. 
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Bring the needle up through the fabric at point A which lies on the top line. Next, insert the 

needle back into the fabric at point B which lies at the bottom line slightly to the right from A. 

The needle must emerge from the fabric at C, which is lying on the top line directly opposite to 

the B. 

 

 
When you finish the line of buttonhole stitch, make a small straight stitch to anchor the last loop 

and give a consistent look to the line. 

 

 
Note the difference in the top line and bottom line in the ready stitch. The top line is "closed" 

while the bottom one is open, right? The top line is also referred to as "foundation line". 
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TIPS: 
 

When working buttonhole stitch I find it more convenient to use sewing method of embroidery 
rather than stabbing, because the needle, as it emerges from the fabric, forms a perfectly straight 
line for the stitches. 

To make your buttonhole consistent follow the top and bottom lines carefully and try to place 
the stitches at an equal distance from each other. It is easier to do on evenweave fabrics like 
linen and Aida. 

If the fabric you are using is not even weave you can draw two tiny vertical lines on your 
thumb, measuring the distance between the stitches, and then apply it as you stitch. 

Be careful with the tension of thread when you pull the thread through – stitches should lie on 
the surface of fabric comfortably, but not too loose. 
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Another use for buttonhole stitch is finishing the edges of fabric applique to prevent them 

from fraying. In this case, when you work buttonhole stitch, the needle should be emerging 

slightly outside of the cut fabric element. Thus, the foundation line is on the outer side. 

For the same purpose – preventing the edges from fraying – buttonhole stitch is used in the 

cutwork, open work and stump work embroidery which require cutting out some elements and 

shapes from the fabric. In this case, the foundation line sits along the side which will be later 

cut out. 

 

 
Seams: 

 
There are several different types of seams, each with its own characteristics. 

 
1. Plain seam. A plain seam is the simplest type of seam and can be used on almost any 

item. A plain seam is defined as any seam that attaches two pieces of fabric together 
with the wrong sides facing. The wrong side is the side of the fabric that doesn’t face 
outward when the garment or item is completed. The stitch length or type of stitch 
doesn’t matter, as long as it is one stitch line and it attaches two pieces of fabric. 

 

How to sew a Plain seam 

 
Keep the two fabrics together with right sides together. Make sure that stitching lines are 
aligned. Pin in place Stitch along the line you have made marking the seam line. 



 

Start stitching and then do a back stitch for strength. At the end also do a back stitch and then a 
forward stitch. 

 
Do not forget to press the seam open (do not iron; just press with a hot iron) 

 
2. French seam. A French seam should only be used on delicate, lightweight fabric, like 

chiffon or organza, as the seam uses a lot of material and can get bulky with heavier 
fabrics. Since the edges of the fabric do not show with this technique, a French seam is 
also great for garments where you want to hide the seams, like an unlined jacket. 

 
How to sew French seams 

For this seam unlike other seams, you have to start with wrong sides of the fabric together 
matching the stitching lines ( instead of right sides together)to make a plain seam. First on right 
side of the fabric, mark the stitching line with 1/2″ seam allowance. Then on the wrong side Mark 
a line half way through the original seam allowance i.e for a ½ inch seam allowance mark 

a  stitching line at  1/4″ 
Stitch the plain seam through this 1/4″ line. ( picture 1 of the above diagram) 
Trim the seam allowance a little bit. 

Now fold the fabric over at the seam RIGHT SIDES TOGETHER, covering the raw edges. Press. 

Stitch on the original seam line. ( at the 1/2″ mark) right sides of the fabric together ( picture 2 

 
 
 
 
 

of the above diagram) Press flat and then to one side. 

Now the raw edges are nicely enclosed in the back. 

https://sewguide.com/french-seams/
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3. Flat-felled seam/run & fall A flat-felled seam is an extremely strong closed seam that is 
often used for items like jeans. It covers the fabric’s raw edges well and keeps the seam 
flat. Like the french seam, it is a double-stitched, closed seam. 

 
How to sew a Flat felled seam 

Make a plain seam. 

 
Press both the seam allowance to one side. One seam allowance is trimmed to 1/8 inch. Turn 
the larger seam allowance up and over the smaller one, all the way nearly to the seam line 

stitched earlier. Use an iron to press this . Now fold the whole seam over on itself to the other 
side so that the raw edge is now hidden 

and press again. Edge stitch over the fold. Make sure that an even distance is maintained from 
the original seam line. 

 
 

4. Lapped seam. A lapped seam is typically used with fabrics that don’t fray, such as  
leather and fleece. For a lapped seam, the right side of the fabric faces up and the 
pieces overlap, instead of right or wrong sides together. 

 
How to sew a Lapped seam 

Decide on which fabric piece will be on top with the lapped application. Turn under the seam 
allowance of that piece along the seam line and press in place. 

 
Keep the folded fabric on top of the other fabric along the seam line. The seam lines should 
align. Pin together to keep it in place. Edge stitch close to the folded edge Press. 

 
When sewing with heavy fabrics, as the edges of these fabrics do not fray, you can create this 
seam by trimming the whole seam allowance of the top piece. Now the bulk is eliminated as 
there is no fabric to turn under. 
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MODULE-2 Construction 

Collar 

 

Peter Pan Collar 
 
 

 
This Peter Pan collar has virtually no collar stand and is therefore very flat. The construction is 

drafted directly on the combined front and back pattern with little overlap at the shoulder. This 
gives the necessary width for the collar to lie flat on the shoulder. 

 

Collar Construction: 
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Close the bust dart on the front pattern. Place the back pattern on the front shoulder with 1 – 1.5 

cm overlap at the armhole. The slight overlap at the shoulder gives this collar a very flat shape 
but, at the same time, prevents a too wide and wavy collar edge. Lower the neckline 1 cm at the 

shoulder and at the centre back. Lower the neckline 2 cm at the centre front and draw the new 

neckline perpendicular to the centre back. Plot the Peter Pan collar 6 cm wide according to the 

illustration. Draw the front collar 0.7 cm lower than the neckline for a better fall. Trace a copy 
of the collar. 

 

High Peter Pan Collar 
 
 

 
The grown-on stand gives this Peter Pan Collar a higher shape. The construction is drafted 

directly on the combined front and back pattern. Front part and back pattern overlap so far at 
the shoulder that the shortened outside edge provides the collar with the necessary stand. 

 

Collar Construction: 
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Close the bust dart on the front pattern. Lower the neckline 1 cm at the shoulder and at the centre 
back. Lower the neckline 2 cm at the centre front and draw the new neckline perpendicular to 

the centre back. Place the back pattern on the front shoulder with the lowered neck points 

matching and 7 – 8 cm overlap at the armhole. 

 

Convertible Collar with Separate Stand 
 

 

 
This collar shows a very good fit due to the separation of collar stand and collar. First draw the 
collar and the collar stand in one like a normal convertible collar. Then separate the collar stand 
from the collar and reduce the width at the collar seam and the collar stand seam. This way the 
collar has a more snug fit around the neck and is not as flat as a regular convertible collar. 
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Collar Construction: 
 
 
 

 
Lower the basic neckline 1 cm at the shoulder, 1.5 cm at the centre front and 0.5 cm at the 
centre back. Draw the new neckline perpendicular to the centre back. Mark the collar insert 
point 1 cm away from the centre front. Measure the lowered neckline on the front and back 
pattern from the centre back to the collar insert point. Draw a horizontal line with the same 
length as the lowered neckline minus 0.5 cm. From the starting point, measure 3.5 cm for the 
collar roll, 4 cm for the collar stand, 0.5 cm for the collar break line and 5.5 cm for the collar 
width upward. Raise the collar front 0.7 cm and measure 3.5 cm from this point to the left for 
the collar point. Draw the collar front edge 10 cm wide. Plot the collar and the collar stand as 
shown in the illustration. Start the collar stand 3 cm away from the front edge. Draw the 
cutting lines as shown. 

 
Collar modification: 
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Separate the collar and the collar stand at the seamline. Cut through each pattern piece 
from the collar stand seam to the outer edge. Overlap the cutting at the collar stand seam 

0.3 cm each. Taper the centre back at the collar stand seam 0.2 cm each. 
 

Finished Pattern Pieces: 
 
 

 
Copy the collar and the collar stand. Blend the seam lines. Check the collar for sufficient length 
at the outer edge. Depending on the material, add around 0.4 cm roll width to the upper collar. 
Check all seam transitions and mark the grain line. 

 

Collar with High Stand 
 

 

 
The collar stand is designed up to the centre front and can be drafted separately at a horizontal 
baseline. The collar has a high and conservative look. 
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Collar Construction: 

 

 
Lower the basic neckline only slightly for this collar with high stand. Lower the neckline 1 cm at 
the shoulder, 0.5 cm at the centre back and 1.5 cm at the centre front. Draw the new neckline 
perpendicular to the centre back. Measure the lowered neckline for the collar construction. 
The collar stand is designed up to the centre front and is closed edge to edge with loops and 
buttons. Draw a horizontal line with the same length as the lowered neckline. From the starting 
point, measure 4.5 cm for the collar stand, 4.5 cm for the collar roll and 5.5 cm for the collar 
width upward. Raise the collar front 2.5 cm and draw the collar stand seam. Draw the centre 
front of the collar stand perpendicular to the seamline 4.5 cm wide. Complete the collar stand 
and mark the collar insert point 0.3 cm away from the centre front. Measure 1.5 cm from this 
point to the left for the collar point. Draw the collar front edge 5 cm wide. Plot the collar as 
shown in the illustration. 

 

 

Eton Collar 
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This collar is constructed like a Peter Pan collar, but with separate collar stand. Collar stand 
and collar are drawn on the combined front and back. The collar stand has a snug fit around 
the neck and the collar lies rather flat due to the round outer edge 

 

Collar Construction: 
 

 
Close the bust dart on the front pattern. Lower the neckline 2.5 cm at the shoulder and 2 cm at 
the centre back. Lower the neckline 3 cm at the centre front and draw the new neckline 
perpendicular to the centre front and centre back. Place the back pattern on the front 
shoulder with the lowered neck points matching and 1 – 1.5 cm overlap at the armhole. The 
slight overlap at the shoulder gives this collar a very flat shape but, at the same time, prevents 
a too wide and wavy collar edge. Draw the collar stand 3.5 cm wide parallel to the lowered 
neckline. Plot the collar 8 cm wide as shown in the illustration. Draw the front collar 1 cm 
lower than the neckline for a better fall. Mark the cutting lines according to the illustration. 

 
Finished Pattern Pieces: 

 

https://www.muellerundsohn.com/en/allgemein/pattern-construction-for-peter-pan-collar/
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Trace a copy of the collar and the collar stand. Slash and spread the neckline 1 cm at each 

cutting line. Blend the seam lines. Fit the collar for adequate length of the outer edge. Add 0 – 

0.4 cm roll width to the upper collar depending on the material. Check all seam transitions and 

mark the grain lines. 

 

Yokes 
 

 

Simple Round yoke 

On A-B mark point 2 such that E-2 = 3/4 inch; 

 
From line G-E mark up 3/4 inch to point 1 on armhole line. 

 
Join the two points 1 & 2 in a soft curved line forming the lower line of the round yoke; cut out 
the yoke and the lower portion separately. 

 
When you mark this pattern on the cloth do not forget to give 1/4 or 1/2 inch seam allowance. 
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If you want gathers on the lower part this can be drawn after the paper 

pattern is cut and separated into the yoke and the lower part 
 

Full round yoke 
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Add the necessary seam allowance (1/4 inch or 1/2 inch ) when cutting from the cloth. 

If necessary add allowance for gathers in the lower bodice pattern. 
 

Straight yoke 
 
 

 

 

 
Mark point 1 on the line A-B such that A-1 = 6 or 7 inch 

Draw a line straight from point 1 to the armhole 1-2 

Cut along the line 1-2 in the paper pattern . Add the necessary seam allowance (1/4 inch or 
1/2 inch ) when cutting from the cloth. If necessary add allowance for gathers in the lower 

bodice pattern. 
 

Square Yoke Pattern 

This pattern can be styled in two ways – one starting from the shoulders and the other one 
starting from the armhole. 
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Once the paper pattern for the dress is done on paper, mark point 1 such that F-1 = 5 inch ( may 
take 4 inch for kids) 

 
On the fold line mark a point 2 such that A-2 = 10 inch ( for kids’ dresses 7 inch) 

Now mark point 3 such that 2-3 is 3 inch ( for kids 2 inches) 

Cut out the yoke pattern ; add seam allowance of 1/4 or 1/2 inch 
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Add the necessary seam allowance (1/4 inch or 1/2 inch ) when cutting from the cloth. 
If necessary add allowance for gathers in the lower bodice pattern. 

 
 
 

Pentagonal yoke pattern 
 
 
 

Mark a point 1 on the armhole line 2 inches from line G-E 

Mark 2 on line A-B such that A-2 = 10 inches 

Add the necessary seam allowance (1/4 inch or 1/2 inch ) when cutting from the cloth. 
If necessary add allowance for gathers in the lower bodice pattern. 

 
Side Yokes 

Mark the neck depth as C-D 
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From D mark 2 1/2 inches to point 2 

From point G mark down 4 inches 

Draw a curved line touching points G- 2 -C 

 
This is the side yoke line – add 1/4 or 1/2 inch seam allowance when cutting from fabric 

 
This yoke should be cut out and sewn to the rest of the front bodice. Then it is finished the 
same way that the front bodice is finished 

 

Sleeves 

Bell sleeve: 

The bell sleeve is so simple, but it s a lovely addition to a dress, top, or blouse. It's gentle flare 
is feminine without being "fluffy". A bell sleeve can actually take many forms, from the slight 
flare at the wrist shown at left, to a much more extreme bell shape on a fitted bicep (think of 
a '60's bell-bottom pant leg, but worn on your arm!).The sleeves can be wide and flowy, or have 
an asymmetrical hem. Costumes often use a bell sleeve, in fantasy characters (a fairy princess 
or Snow White's Evil Queen) or in historical (mostly Medieval) costumes. 

 

Drafting the Bell Sleeve 

Start with your blouse sleeve block (not the fitted sleeve from the original block).Draw vertical lines along the 

grainline (from shoulder point to hem), and again on each side of the grainline, dividing the sleeve 

into four relatively even sections. 

https://www.clothingpatterns101.com/basic-blouse.html
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Cut along those lines (we'll be using a "slash and spread" technique). 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Spread the pieces apart with about 1" between each section (this can be easily adapted for 
more or less flare when you make your muslin). 

 
Then add about 1" on each side seam for a bit more flare. Mark a point roughly half way 
between the underam and the hem (this is the elbow area) and draw a line flaring away from 
the side seam 1" at the hem. (The red dashed line is the original side seam of the blouse 
sleeve). 

 

This is part of what makes the sleeve a bell rather than just a wide sleeve. 
 

The pattern now tapers to the elbow (although it also has just a bit more room through 
the bicep than the blouse sleeve), then flares gently to the hem. 

https://www.clothingpatterns101.com/full-sleeve.html
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This sleeve is so simple yet so beautiful. It makes the most basic blouse or dress a bit more 
special, and, depending on the amount of flare you choose, can also add quite a lot of drama! 

 

 
 
 

Bishop Sleeve 

 
bishop (or "bishop's") sleeve is a classic look, but it's not boring. It's the difference between a 

basic blouse with a slightly full sleeve, and a blouse with a beautifully draped sleeve that's 
fluid and fabulous. 

 
Even the most basic blouse moves up from a utilitarian, "wear for work" 
garment to an elegant dinner blouse with the addition of a bishop's sleeve 
- worn with a satin or velvet skirt, it will even take you to a holiday party! 

 
The fullness in this sleeve is entirely at the cuff; there is virtually 
nothing added to the sleeve cap. This is not a "puffy" sleeve. 

 

.Drafting the Bishop's Sleeve 

. Divide the sleeve into four approximately equal sections - draw vertical lines from the cap 
to the hem and cut along those lines. Do not cut through the cap - keep the sections connected 
just a tiny bit, if possible. (It's not really a problem if you cut them apart, it just makes it a bit 
more difficult to keep them in order and make them meet at the cap properly) 
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Spread the sections apart to create the full shape of the blouse. I spread 2" at the hem - you 
may find that you like more or less fullness, and it can vary depending on the fabric you're 
using. 

 
In addition to spreading the sections, you'll need to add a little length to the back part of the 
sleeve only. This creates that beautiful drape that is what the bishop's sleeve is all about. It also 
allows freedom of movement at the elbow when the arm is bent. 
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Draw a short line 3/4" below section #3 - this is the section next to the center, but towards the 
back of the sleeve (remember, the back of the sleeve is the side that has 2 notches in the cap). 

 
Now, draw the new bottom edge. Draw a nice curve from side to side, incorporating the lower 
area towards the back. This might take a bit of practice, but you can do this free-form if you'd 
like. 

 

Your final design will look something like the one at right. 

 
You'll need a cuff to gather and hold the fullness at the wrist. The measurements in the 
illustration are just guidelines - you may need to adjust depending on the size of your wrist 
and how deep you want your cuff to be. 

 
This cuff will finish at about 1 3/4"; you may opt for a more narrow cuff and let the sleeve 
drape take the focus, or you could go with a higher cuff with more buttons or trim. 

 
You'll also need a vent to allow the cuff to open properly. The vent is just a short line drawn in 
the longer area - see the illustration for size and placement. 

 
The vent can be finished with a narrow binding or a placket. The binding is probably easier, and 
still looks very nice. 
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Cap sleeve 

Drafting a Cap Sleeve Pattern 
A cap sleeve is more of a decorative detail than a true sleeve - but it's a great-looking addition 
to what would otherwise be a simple arm-baring top. 

 
Like its name implies, this sleeve consists of little more than the cap itself, and generally 
doesn't go all the way around the armhole. 

 
As a shoulder detail, it adds a bit of interest and coverage when you want something just a 
bit more than sleeveless, but less than a typical short sleeve. 

 

And it's easy to draft and to sew! 
 

Drafting the Cap Sleeve 

You'll start with your blouse sleeve block (the sketch shows only the upper part of the 
block, since we're making a very short item). 

 
Start by shortening the cap itself by about 1/2". This reduces (or almost eliminates) the ease at 
the cap; it's not needed in this case. 

 

 
Then mark a point on the grainline about 1 1/2" to 2" above the bicep line. From there, draw a 
gentle curve to each side of the cap, below the notches (the ends will be about 3/4" above the 
bicep line). This is your hemline. 

 
The end result is a very short sleeve, which does not surround the arm. Be sure to mark where 
the sleeve ends on the front and back blouse pieces! 
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Flutter sleeve 

What is a "flutter" sleeve? It's a full, flowy - and usually short - sleeve that's perfect for a 
summer top or dress. This is a very feminine look, very airy and cool in warm weather. 

 

It can be made long or short, but it's the most "fluttery" when worn short. 
 

It's also a variation on a full sleeve - but the fullness is loose and fluid, not gathered into a cuff. 
 

Drafting the Flutter Sleeve 

Start with your blouse sleeve block, shortened to about 2-3" below the bicep. 
 

Draw vertical lines dividing the sleeve into several sections, about 1 1/2" wide (except for each 
end - leave those sections about 3" wide). 

 

 
 
 

Cut along these lines from the hem almost to the sleeve cap. It's best to keep the sections 

connected at the sleeve cap so they don't get out of order, but it's not a problem is you 

accidentally cut through the edge - just don't re-arrange the pieces! 
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Spread the pieces apart to create width and fullness at the bottom. 
 

For a relatively modest flutter and flare, separate the pieces about 1 1/2' each. 
 

 

You can adjust the pieces to add as much or as little flare as you want - for a fuller flare and 
more drape in the sleeve, spread the pieces about 2" each, until the side seams are almost 
horizontal. 

 

 
The final shape may seem a bit strange, but it will produce a nicely draped flare at the hem. 

 

All of the fullness in this sleeve is at the bottom - there is no gathering or "puffiness" at the sleeve cap. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Puff sleeve 
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The version shown at left is classic, and is really the easiest variation. 
 

This "puff" sleeve adds fullness at both the sleeve cap and at the bottom, and 
the bottom is gathered into a cuff (which we'll discuss on another page). 

 

The puff sleeve is common in little girl's clothing, but if done well it can also be 
nice for women (I prefer a slightly longer length for women - a girl's puff sleeve is 
almost a ball shape). 

 
You'll start with the sleeve from your blouse block, which is already a bit less fitted than the 
original fitted sleeve block. 

 
Trace your block pattern onto an inexpensive paper, like newsprint. You can use newsprint at 
this point because this copy will NOT be your final pattern. You'll use this copy to slash and 
spread, and will eventually throw it out. 

 

DO NOT CUT YOUR ORIGINAL BLOCK PATTERN! 
 

In this case, I'm showing a short sleeve, so you can draw your bottom edge about 5" below the 
bicep line - this is generally a nice length, especially for a full sleeve. 

 

Draw 5 to 7 parallel lines from the sleeve cap to the hem. 
 

You'll need at least 5 lines to ensure even distribution of fullness and maintain the overall 
shape of the sleeve. 

https://www.clothingpatterns101.com/womens-blouse-block.html
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Cut along the lines to separate the pieces of the sleeve. 
 

It's important to keep them in the proper order - if it helps to number the pieces, go ahead 
and do that! 

 

 

Then separate the pieces! I used 7 lines, so 1" to 1 1/4" each will give and additional 7 to 9" 
of "pouf" to the sleeve. 

 
Tape the pieces together and lay them over your craft paper, freezer paper, or whatever 
you use for your final pattern. 

 

 

Trace around the pieces for your final pattern. That's the grey area of the sketch - the 
white pieces are your newsprint pattern - you can toss that now! 
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As you trace the sleeve onto your final pattern paper, smooth out the curves (as 
illustrated above - especially between the first and second pieces on each end). 

 

Placket 

Single piece 

This method is a very easy to sew method and will give you a placket with the measurement – 
1.5 inch wide placket with length 6 inches 

 
Step 1 

 
Find the center fold line of the bodice 

 
Mark a parallel line 2 centimeters to the right on the bodice – ie as you look at it on the right 
side of the center line. the measurement of the line is 6.5 inches . Mark 1/4 inch from the top 
edge on the same line 
This is marked on the right side for girl’s bodice and on left side for men’s bodice 

 

 
Step 2 

 
Prepare the placket facing 

1. Cut out placket facing measuring 6 5/8 inch width ( 5/8 translates to 1.5 cms I find it easier 
to mark 1.5 cms after I have marked the 6 inches) and 8 3/4 inch length 
2. Cut out an interfacing strip 3 inch wide and 7 inch long. 
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Step 3 

 
Fuse the interfacing to the placket fabric 1″ from the left side edge 
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Step 4 

 
Mark a line on the center of the interfacing strip, 1/2 inch from the top edge . The line 
should be 6 inches long 

 
 
 
 

 
Mark two lines parallel to this center line on either side 1/16 inches from the center line . 
These lines should stop 1/4 inch from the bottom end of the center line and join the center in a 
tapered line 
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Step 5 

 
Keep the placket facing interfacing side up on the bodice, placket extending 1/2 inches from 
the top edge , the long marked lines aligning correctly. pin in place 

 

 

Step 6 

 
Stitch the placket to the bodice along the parallel lines you have drawn on either side of the 
center line. When you reach the tapered bottom edge, reduce the stitch length. Be careful 
that you donot waver from the drawn lines. 
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Step 7 

 
Cut through the center. Use sharp scissors and stitch to the absolute end but make sure that 
the stitching line is not cut. 
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Step 8 

 
Turn the facing to the back of the bodice. 
Finger press everything in place 
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Step 9 

 
Fold the placket facing on the left side, turned inside. Pin in place 

 

 
Stitch the placket. This is better done from the top.The placket will extend a little to the top ( just 
for safety). You can cut it off on level with the bodice neckline when sewing the neckline. 
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You can bind the neckline as usual but remember that you will need a little extra binding 
tape for placket top also. Checkout the tutorial for binding with bias tape. 

 

 
You can stitch the edge of the front side of the opening as well if you want. Sew the 

buttons and buttonholes or hooks and eye along the placket opening. This placket will take 3 
buttons. 

 

Two piece: 

For the placket you need 

 
The bodice front piece with neckline already cut 
2 strips of cloth 

 
 Length = Length of opening + 2 inch

 Width = 2.5 inches
 

STEP 1 

 
Take the wrong side of the bodice. Mark the front opening. Add 1/2 inch to either side . Mark  
that line. From the bottom edge mark up 1/2 inch . From their join to the left and right edges in 
a triangular shape as in the picture below. Mark 1/4 inch from the center line to either side also. 

 
 

 
STEP 2 

https://sewguide.com/bias-binding/
https://sewguide.com/sew-button-by-hand-and-machine/
https://sewguide.com/sew-button-by-hand-and-machine/
https://sewguide.com/make-hand-sewn-buttonhole/
https://sewguide.com/sewing-hook-eye-closures/
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Cut out a strip 1/4 inch to either side of the center line. The diagonal triangle should be cut too. 
 

 
STEP 3 

 
Cut out the facing pieces. Iron the interfacing to the wrong side of the 2 strips of cloth if you like 
some thickness. 
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STEP 4 

 
Pin one of the strips to the side of the center line on the right side of the bodice as in the 
picture 

 

 
Stitch them together along the edge with a 1/4 inch seam allowance till the end ( which is the 
beginning of the diagonal cut) Backstitch. 

 
STEP 5 

 
Take the other edge of the strip over to the back through the opening and pin in place. 

Stitch the edge with all layers together. 
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STEP 6 

 
Do the same thing for the other side and fabric strip. 
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STEP 7 
 

 
Now Overlap the two bands and take the ends to the back through the opening at the bottom,for 
a square bottom edge . Pin the two bands together at the bottom. you can take the ends inside 
through the bottom opening and stitch them together with the triangular piece of the bodice. If 
you want an extended front placket just take the back one to the inside and stitch. 
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You can finish the edges with a zig zag stitch. On the front side a small square stitching may be 
given if it is a kurta. 

 
STEP 8 

 
If you want a classic tower shape at the bottom edge, you will have to manipulate the end of 
the placket into a tower shape.Cut off 1 inch from the end. 

 

Turn in excess fabric diagonally to the inside. Pin in place. 
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Now turn in from the other corner also. You will get a tower shape. 
 

 

Pin in place.Top stitch the shape in place 
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Module 1: Advanced pattern making 
 

Introduction to Advanced pattern making/ Industrial pattern making: 
 

Advance or industrial pattern making is a blue print for constructing the export readymade 

garments. It is an outline, a template to create all of the components of a garment needed to 

form a complete unit of clothing. Industrial patterns regardless of size or shape, include 

important markings necessary to sew the pattern pieces together so that they fit precisely. These 

markings includes darts, seam allowances, notches, and punch holes for trims, pockets, button 

and buttonhole placement. A two dimensional form is called flat pattern making. When the 

pieces sewn together, fitted on the dress form, the pattern is then translated into a three 

dimensional form. 

Preparation of layouts for children, ladies, men’s wear of fabric of different width. 

 

 
PATTERN LAYOUT 

 

The placement of pattern on the fabric, in an economical manner, that is without wasting fabric is 

known as pattern layout. All the patterns should be arranged prop-erly following grain of the fabric. 

Example the bodice centre front will be in straight (lengthwise direction) grain. 

 

The main points to be considered while laying patterns are: 
 

 Press the fabric without any wrinkles before laying the patterns.
 

 Place the fabric on a large or a hard flat surface, which is easy for work.

 

 Place the larger patterns first. Place sim-ilar pattern together, with same length. Example 

placement of bodice front and bodices back next to each other, such that the side seams are close 

to each other.

 

 Place the smaller patterns in gaps in between the larger pattern.

 

 If pattern is to be cut in more num-ber, example two sleeve patterns, place them on fold. 

This concept is not pos-sible when the fabric has a one way design or when the patterns have dif- 

ferent front and back patterns.

 

 Keep weight, pencil, pins ready in hand, to draw, or pin or place weights on patterns, so 

that it remain in cor-rect position.

 

 

 
 

Types of Pattern Layouts 

 

Based upon the place-ment of the patterns, the layouts are classified as 
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 Open layout.
 

 Lengthwise centre fold.
 

 Off-centre length wise fold.
 

 Crosswise outer fold.
 

 Off centre crosswise fold.
 

 Double fold or combination fold.

 

Open Layout 

 

Open layout is the simplest layout. The fab-ric is spread on the table and the patterns are laid from 

left to right one after the other. This is easy for beginners. No fold is made in this method. It can 

be used for all patterns. This is used especially for designs with dif-ferent left and right patterns. 

 

Lengthwise Centre Fold 

 

The fabric is folded in the lengthwise direction. The selvedges of both sides are placed one on top 

of the other and folded in the middle. The fabric forms a fold at the centre. All folded patterns are 

placed along this fold. This fold is also used for different type of frocks, shirts and blouses. 

 

Off-Centre Lengthwise Fold 

 

The required width needed for the pat-terns is taken on the fabric and folded in the lengthwise 

direction. This is com-monly seen when many small patterns are found in garments. The fold 

should be parallel to the selvedge. This is used for many garments from simple baby’s panty to 

integrated men’s coats. 

 

Crosswise Outer Fold 

 

Crosswise centre fold is similar to length-wise centre fold. In this fold, the fabric is folded in 

crosswise direction. It is best suited, when the patterns are too narrow to be fitted in the lengthwise 

fold. This fold can also be used when special effects are needed like having a dress with hori-

zontal strips using a material with length-wise stripes. 

 

Off Centre Crosswise Fold 

 

The off centre crosswise fold is a layout when the fabric is folded in the cross grain. The fold is 

perpendicular to the selvedge. This fold is used when a part of garment is cut in cross wise grain 
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for ease or spe-cial effects. Example when collars or yokes are cut on fabrics with horizontal 

strips or vertical strips. 

 

Double Fold or Combination Fold 

 

In combination fold the fabric is folded in lengthwise and crosswise grains together. This layout 

is used for sari petticoats and jablas (Figure 11.4) 
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Estimation- dimension & calculation of cloth estimation for various dresses. 
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Sleeveless blouse pattern: 

Measurement taken: 
 

1. Length of blouse-35cms 

2. Round chest-75cms 

3. Round bust-80cms 

4. Below round bust-65cms 

5. Shoulder-16cms 

6. Distance between bust points-23cms 

 
Process: Front: 

0-1= length of front + 1cm (36cms) 

1-2= 2cms (For shaping) 

0-3= 1/5th Round chest (15cms) 

3-4 & 2-5= 1/4th round bust + 4cms (24cms) 

4-5= Join in straight line. Extend shaping line from 1. 

2-6 & 1-7= 1/4th below round bust+ 6cms (22.3cms) 
Join 4-6 for side seam. 

Waist dart 2-8=1/2 distance between bust points (11.5cms) 

8-9=2cms & 8-10= 2cms (dart width) 

8-11=1/10th round bust + 2cms (10cms) 

Join 9-11-10 in slant line for dart. 

0-12 & 3-13= shoulder + 0.5cms (16.5 cms) 

12-13= join in straight line 

12-14= Down by 2cms 

13-15= Up by 2.5cms 

0-16 = 1/10 Round bust (8cms) 

0-17 = 1/6th Round bust (13.3cms) 

Draw corner for round neckline shaping. 

Draw round neckline for front pattern. 

Join 14-16 for shoulder. 

Join 4-15-14 for arm curve. 

Side seam dart 4-18= 1/16th round bust+ 1cm (5cms) 

18-19= 2cms (dart width) 

19-20= midpoint of 18-19 

20-21= 1/8th round bust+ 2cms (12cns) 

Join 18-21-19 in slant line for center front dart. 

3-22= 1/16th Round bust+ 1cm (5cms) 

22-23=1.5 cms(Dart width) 

23-24= Midpoint of 22-23 
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24-25= 1/10th Round bust (8cms) 

Join 22-25-23 in slant line for dart. 

Mark centre front, hemline, side seam, shoulder, arm curve & neckline. 

Back: 

0-1= Length of blouse+ 1cm (36cms) 

0-2= 1/5th Round chest (15cms) 

2-3 & 1-4= 1/4th Round bust + 3cms (23cms) 

3-4= Join in straight line. 

1-5= 1/4th below round bust + 4cms (20.3cms) 

Join 3-5 for side seam 

Waist dart 1-6=1/10th round bust-1cm (7cms) 

6-7= 2cms (Dart width) 

7-8= Midpoint of 6-7 

8-9= 1/10th Round bust + 1cm (9cms) 

Join 6-9-7 in slant line for dart 

0-10 & 2-11= Shoulder + 0.5 cms (16.5cms) 

10-11= Join in straight line 

10-12= Down by 2cns 

0-13= 1/10th Round bust (8cms) 

0-14= 1/8th Round bust(10cms) 

Draw corner for round neckline shaping. 

Draw round neckline for back pattern. 

Join 12-13 for shoulder 

Join 3-12 for arm curve 

Mark centre back, hemline, side seam, shoulder, arm curve & neckline. 

Mark waist dart, mark straight grain line & 1pc back 

 
 

Flared skirt: 

Measurement required: 

Waist 

High Hip 

Hip 

Hip depth 

Length 

Drafting (front): 

AB=CD= 1/4th hip + desired flare 

EB=DF=1/4th hip less ½” 
BQ=High hip level 

S=7” below A 

QS= ½ hip less ½” (from Q towards) 
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G=3/4” below B 

GH=1/4 waist+ ¼” 

Join GH with a shallow curve. 

Join HS with a curve 

GD= Length of skirt less waist bend 

Join S C with a straight line 

Join DC with a slight curve 

Extend CFD for desired hem width. 

Back: 

AB=CD=1/4 hip + 2” + Desired flare 

G=3/4” below B 

Q= High hip level 

SQ= ¼ hip + 1 ½”, join SQ 

GH= ¼ waist + 2 ¼” 

GK= ¼ waist + ¼” 

GL=GM=1/3 GH 

Extend point L & M (to X) by 4” towards high hip line. 

Mark L1 and L2 from L on each side (about ½ of HK) 

Mark M1 and M2 from M on each side (equal to ½ HK) 

Join L1 , L, L2 and M1, M, M2 to form darts. Join G M2 

M1 L2 L1 K H with a curve. 

Join HS with a curve. 

Join SC with a straight line. 

Join CFD with a curve. 

Extend CFD to include desired hem width. 

Ladies kurti: 

Measurement required: 

Full length 

N.W length 

Shoulder width 

Mid bust 

Waist 

Hip 

Long sleeve length 

Drafting(Front): 

1-2 =Full length+1 ¼” 

1-3 =Arm depth, 1/6th bust +1” 

1-4= N.W length+1/2” 

5 is the midpoint of 1 to 3 measure. Front neck shape should drawn. 

1-6=1/2 shoulder width + ½” 

6-7= Draw a line 
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3-8= 1/4th bust + 1” 

6-9= Shoulder’s slope ¾” 

1-10= 1/6th bust +1” 

10-11=same as 1-5 measure 

11-12= 1 ½” at 45 degree 

8-13-14= Draw a line 

13-15= ¾” Waist shape 

2-16= 1/3rd hip +1 ½” 

16-17=3/4” Bottom shape 

7-18= 1” as per draft 

19 is the midpoint of 6-7 

19-20= ½” inward armhole curve to be drawn. 

Waist middle dart to the drawn, 8”x ¾” 

21-22=Neck open front 5 ½” 

Back: 

1-23 =1 ½” back neck drop 

1-24 = Same as front 1-10 measure 

24-25= 1 ½” as per draft, construct the back neck shape. 

26-27-28=Armhole curve is to be drawn away from the front arm curve portion. 

Back waist dart 8”x3/4” middle of 4-15 as per draft. 

Sleeve: 

1-2= Sleeve length + 1” 

1-3= 1/8th bust – ¾” 

3-4= ¼ bust-3/4” 

2-5= 1/6th bust- ½” 

6 is the middle of 1-4 measure 

7 is ½ of the 4-6 measure 

8 is the middle of 1-6 measure 

7-9= ¾” shape as per draft 

8-10= ¾ upward shape as per draft. 

1-10-7-4= back armhole shape. 

4-6-1= Front armhole shape as per draft. 
 

Salwar: 

Measurement required: 

Side length 

Waist 

Hip 

Bottom 

Drafting: 

0-1 = Side length 
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0-2 = 1/3rd hip 

1-3= ½ bottom 

3-4= Squared as per draft 

2-5= 1/3rd hip 

5-6= Draw as per draft 
 
 

Ladies night gown: 

Measurement required: 

Full length 

N.W length 

Shoulder width 

Bust 

Sleeve length 

Drafting(front): 

0-1= Full length+ 1cm 

0-2= N.W length +1cm 

0-3= 1/4th bust-2.5cm 

3-4= 1/4th bust + 5cm 

2-5= 3-4 measure-2cm 

1-6= 3-4 measure +8cm 

6-7= 1.5cm upward 

0-8= ½ shoulder+1.2cm 

8-9= square down as per draft 

8-10= Shoulder drop 2.5cms 

9-A= 2.5cm shape the front armhole from 10-A-4 

0-11= 1/12 bust 

0-12 = 1/12 bust + 1.5cms as per desired shape of neck style. 

Line B-C= 2.5cm away from 0-1 of button line. Front facing width 6cm. 

Back part: 

0-13 =2.5cm back neck down as per draft. 

0-14= 1/12th bust + 1cm 

14-15=2cm upward 

10-16= 2cm upward shape back arm hole. 

Join 13-15 and 4-16 

7-D= Side vent 1/3rd of the length from 5-7, 4cm per bottom folding 

Sleeve: 

0-1= Sleeve length + 1.5cm 

0-2= 1/8th bust- 1cm 

2-3= 1/4th bust measure 

1-4= 0-2- 2.5cm 
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A is the centre of 0-3 

A-B= 2cm up Join 3-B-0 and 3-0 as shown. 
 
 

Women’s shirt: 

Measurement required: 

Full length 

Shoulder width 

N.W length 

Mid bust 

Waist 

Hip 

Neck 

Short sleeve length 

Drafting(front): 

0-1= Full length+1 ¼” for button hem +seam 

0-2=Armhole depth is bust 1/4th – 1 ¼” 

0-3=N.W length +1/2” 

2-4= Bust 1/4th +1 ½” 

3-5= Same as 2-4 (-) ¾” 

1-6= same as 2-4 (-) ¾” 

0-7= ½ shoulder width + ½” for seam 

0-8= 1/5th neck + ¼” 

0-9= 1/5th neck shape, neck part 9-8 as per draft. 

7-11= Shoulder’s slope 1 ½” 

A to B ¾” upward at lower armhole curve. Portion c=is the centre of 3 to 5 measure.  

Dart length 8”, dart intake is ½” as per draft. Making this waist dart in front and 

back portion of the shirt will give the proper fitness in the waist portion of the shirt. 

9-9A are the button standing line is ¾”. 9B to 9A is the parallel line to the drawn. 

Back: 
 

0-1= back part starting line 

0-12=1/5th neck + ¼” 

12-13= Upward 2 ¼” 

11-14= 2 ¼” 

14-15 is the back armhole curve. 

 
Sleeve: 

0-1=Short sleeve length +1/2” 

0-2= 1/8th bust (-) ½” 

2-3= 1/4th bust + ½” 
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1-4= 2-3 measure (-) 1” 

0-3-6= Back sleeve shape 

3-5-0= Front sleeve shape 

Collar: 

0-1=3 ¼” as standard 

1-2= ½ neck girth + ¼” 

2-3= same as 0-1 

2-4= ¾ for shape 

3-5= ½ upward 

3-6= ½” outer point as per the draft. 
 
 

Long sleeve shirt: 

Measurement required: 

Back length 

N.W length 

Shoulder width 

Chest 

Waist 

Hip 

Sleeve length 

Cuff size 

Pocket size 

Drafting (Front): 

1-2 = Full length + 1” 

1-3 = Chest/4 (-) ½”, arm depth. 

1-4= 1/6th neck measure 

4-4A= 1” as per draft. 

4A-4B= ¾” for button stand. 

4B-6= 1 ½” for placket 

4B-2B= Draw a line as per draft. 

1-7= ½ shoulder width +1/2” for seam. 

7-8= Draw a line. 

3-9= 1/3rd chest measure 

4-10= 1/6th neck measure. 

10-11= Draw line as per draft. 

10-12= 1” as per draft 

7-13=Shoulder slope 1 ½” 

2-14=Same as 3-9 measure 

14-15= 4 ½” as standard measure 

14-16-= 5 ½” as standard measure 
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8-17= 1” as per draft 

18 is a middle measure of 8-13 

18-19= ¾” as per draft 

13,19, 17,9= Draw armhole shape with arm 
curve. Cut the front part. 

Back: 

20-21= Length + 1” 

20-24= 1/4th chest (-) ½”(armhole depth) 
20-25= N.W length + ½” 

22-23= Draw a line 

24-24A=1/3rd chest (-) 1 ¼” 

23-23A= 1 ¼” at 45 degree 

20-27= 1” as per draft 

22-28= 1” as per draft 

26-29= 4 ½” as shown in draft. 

26-30= 5 ½” as shown in draft 

Yoke: 

1-2= 1/8th chest +1/2” 

1-3= ½ shoulder width+ ½” for seam 

3-4= Draw a line 

4-5= ½” as per draft 

1-6= 1/6th neck + ¾” 

6-7 = 2” noted as per draft 

6-8 = 1” as per draft 

3-9= 2” as per draft 

Sleeve: 

1-2= Sleeve length+ ½” (-) cuff width 2 ½” 

1-3= 1/8th chest (-) ½” 

3-4= 1/4th chest + ½” 

2-5= ½ cuff + 1 ½” 

5-6= ½” as per draft 

7= Middle of 2-5 

7-8= 4 ½” sleeve open 

9= ½ of 1-4 

9-10= 1” 

4,10,1 back arm shape is to be drawn 

11= Middle of 9-4 

12-11= ¾” as per draft. 

4,12,9,1 Drawn the front arm as per draft 

Cuff: 

1-2 = Cuff width 
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1-3 = Cuff length to be cut on fusible interlining as stiffer portion. 

Sleeve placket length 5” 

Width 1 ¼” 

Box 1 ¼” as ready portion and added all around ½” for seam margin. 

Collar: 

1-2= ½ neck measure 

2-4= 2” as standard 

2-5= 3/8” as per draft 

4-6= 3/8” as per draft 

7-5= Collar point 3 1/8” 

Neck band: 

8-9= ½ neck measure 

9-10= 1 3/8” as per draft 

11-8= 1 3/8” as per draft 

10-12= 1 3/8” as per draft 

10-14= 1/8” as per draft. 
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Module 1- Designing and Draping 

 
About the experiment: 

In this Subject students have to make a garment based on a particular theme which is given by 

teacher. Since they are final year student so they has already learned the process of making a 

garment in their previous studies. The themes are given below: 

1. Nature 

2. Historic 

3. Color 

4. Line 

5. Step-up-style 

 

Object: 

1. Choose a garment style according to the theme. 

2. Select fabric according to the theme and style of garment. 
 

3. To overcome the problems which are creates during to the process of making a garment. 

4. To make a perfect garment according to theme given & drape it on dummies. 

5. Observe how much they learned the skill. 

 

Procedure: 

In this subject students do not have to make any practical copy. They only need to think about 

the garment which is appropriate according to the theme given by college, and make a beautiful 

garment. They can discuss with teacher about the theme. They drape it according to particular 

garment style and pin it up, then mark and sew it. They can make it in college by machines 

which is running in college, otherwise they can also make it outside. And in the final exam they 

have to show the garment in front of teachers and drape it in the dummy. 
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DEPARTMENT OF FASHION TECHNOLOGY 

LAB MNNUAL 
 
 

BASIC GARMENT PRODUCTION LAB DFT-305S 
 

LAB OBJECTIVES 
 

1. DRAFTING AND CUTTING THE FABRIC. 

2. CARYY OUT THE PROCESS OF SEWING FOR DRESS MATERIALS. 

3. CARRY OUT INSPECTIONS AND ALTERATION TO ADJUST CORRECTIONS FOR FITTINGS. 

4. MAINTAIN SAFETY PARAMETERS AND SECURITY IN THE PRACTIAL ROOM. 

5. MAINTAIN WORK AREA, TOOLS AND MACHINES. 

6. COMPLY WITH INDUSTRY, REGULATORY AND ORGANIZATIONAL REQUIREMENTS. 

7. TO UNDERSTAND THE SMALL BASIC PATTERN OF THE GARMENT. 

8. UNDERSTAND ABOUT MATERIALS. 

9. FINISHING PRACTICES OF STITCHES. 

10. PROPERLY UNDERSTOOD HOW TO PREPARE PAPER PATTERN. 

 
GUIDE LINE 

 

THE STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO GET A CLEAR INSIGHT REGARDING THE PURPOSE OF THE 

PROGRAM AND WILL BE ABLE TO GIVE THE PARTICIPANTS PROPER PRACTIAL KNOWLEDGE 

REGARDING STITCHING OR SEWING FABRICS. 

THE VARIOUS REQUIREMENTS OF TEAM WORKING, DETECTING QUALITY DEFECTS, MAINTAINING 

HEALTHY WORKPLACE. 

 
 
 

MATERIAL REQUIRED 
1. BROWN PAPER 

2. MUSLIN 

3. CHALK 

4. SCISSOR 

5. L-SCALE 

6. HIP CURVE 

7. TRACING WHEEL 

8. FRENCH CURVE 

9. PENCIL 

10. SCALE 

11. CARBON PAPER 

12. THREADS 



DRAPING LAB 

DFT-506S 

 
DRAPING IS CONCIDERED TO DEVELOP THE STRUCTURE OF DESIGNED GARMENT.IT IS ATECHNIQUE 

TO HANG FABRIC ON MANNEQUIN.THE PROCESS OF DRAPING IS TO POSITION THE FABRIC AND PIN 

IT IN A DRESS FORM.IT IS A VERY USEFUL AND TIME SAVING METHOD FOR A FASHION DESIGNER. 

 
 

LAB OBJECTIVES 
 

DRAPING IS ADVANTAGEOUS BECOUSE WITHOUT CUTTING THE FABRIC ONE CAN KNOW THE 

ENTIRE EFFECT OF A GARMENT RATHER THAN JUST MINUTE DETAILS.IT IS A THREE DIMENTIONAL 

METHOD,THE DESIGN CAN BE VISUALIZED WHILE DRAPING AND ANY NECESSORY CHANGES CAN 

ALSO BE MADE. 

 

DRAPING IS AN IMPORTANT PROCESS, AS IT HELPS FASHION DESIGNERS TO EXPERIMENT WITH 

FABRIC,TO USE THEIR CREATIVITY TO SEE WHERE DARTS,TUCKS AND OTHER DESIGN ELEMENTS FIT 

BETTER,AND TO PLAY WITH THE WAY FABRIC BEHAVES ON THE BODY 

 

COURSE OUTCOMES 

 
1. DRAPING TECHNIQUE USE FOR DESIGNING AND CREATING DIFFERENT DESIGNS. 

2. DRAPING IS A IMPORTANT PART OF FASHION DESIGNING AND FOR STUDENTS TO PRACTICE 

DIFFERENT AND UNIQUE VARIATION OF DESIGNS. 

3. DRAPING IS A CONSIDERED TO DEVELOP THE STRUCTUTURE OF DESI 

4. IT IS TECHNIQUE TO HANG FABRIC ON MANNEQUIN. 

5. THE PROCESS OF DRAPING IS TO POSITION THE FABRIC AND PIN IT IN A DRESS FORM.IT IS A 

VERY USEFUL AND TIME SAVING METHOD FOR A FASHION DESIGNER. 

6. 

7. TO AVAID WASTING A GOOD FABRIC,MUSLIN IS USED FOR BETTER FITTINGS. 

8. DRAPING AS A PROFESSIONAL SUBJECT FOR FASHION DESIGNERS. 

 
MATERIAL REQUIRED 

 
MUSLIN 

L-SCALE 

PIN 

HIP CURVE 

SCALE 

FRENCH CURVE 

SCISSOR 

CHALK 

MEASURING TAPE ETC ETC... 
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FASHION SKETCHING, DRAWING& DESIGNING LAB DFT-306S 

 
FASHION DRAWING FORMS THE INITIAL FACE OF EVERY DESIGN.IT CAN BE DEFINED AS THE 

BASIC TRANSMISSION OF AN IDEA INTO A CREATIVE DESIGN THROUGH DIAGRAMS AND 

DRAWINGS.FASHION DRAWING IS A VISUAL WAY OF EXPLAINING DIFFERENT DESIGN IDEAS. 

IN SIMPLE WORDS ,SKETCHING,DRAWING & DESIGNING IS AN ART VIA WHICH FASHION CAN 

BE EXPLAINED,DEMONSTRATED,AND COMMUNICATED. 

 

COURSE OUTCOMES 
1. IT HELPS IN VISUALIZING THE IDEAS 

2. IT IS THE INITIAL FACE OF FASHION DESIGNING. 

3. IT PROMOTES AND PROPAGATES AN ENTIRELY NEW TREND. 

4. IT REPRESENTS THE CREATIVE SKILLS OF A FASHION DESIGNER. 

5. IT HELPS IN PROPELLING NEW CUSTOMER. 
 
 

MATERIALS REQUIRED 
1. PENCIL 

2. DIFFERENT TONE OF DIFFERENT PENCILS 

3. PENCIL CUTTER 

4. PASTEL COLOUR 

5. PEN 

6. FLAT BRUSH 

7. PAPER 

8. RUBBER ETC. 
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	LAB MANUALS FOR
	3 YEARS DIPLOMA IN FASHION TECHNOLOGY
	Department of Fashion Technology Women’s Polytechnic, Agartala, West Tripura
	Back:
	Sleeve:
	Protruding Derriere
	Flat Derriere
	Sway Back
	Protruding Abdomen
	Bulging Thigh or Wide Hips
	Flat Side Hip
	Broad Back
	Sleeve Cap Too Narrow
	Large Upper Arm
	Small Arm
	Large Arm
	Collar
	Eton Collar
	If you want gathers on the lower part this can be drawn after the paper pattern is cut and separated into the yoke and the lower part

	Sleeves Bell sleeve:
	into four relatively even sections.



	Cap sleeve
	Drafting the Cap Sleeve

	Flutter sleeve
	Drafting the Flutter Sleeve
	For a relatively modest flutter and flare, separate the pieces about 1 1/2' each.
	The version shown at left is classic, and is really the easiest variation.
	The puff sleeve is common in little girl's clothing, but if done well it can also be nice for women (I prefer a slightly longer length for women - a girl's puff sleeve is almost a ball shape).
	4th semester DIPLOMA in Fashion Technology
	Department of Fashion technology
	Module – I Tailoring Principles
	How to check if the fabric is straight on grain
	Straighten the grain of the fabric
	Serge the cut edges of the fabric
	Pre-wash the fabric
	Iron out the fabric
	Preparation for finishing:

	Basic sewing technique:
	BASTING A SEAM
	MACHINE BASTING STITCH
	PIN BASTING
	Tacking:
	Types of Tacking Stitches
	Applications of Tacking
	When to Use Tacking
	HEMMING STITCH
	HOW TO DO HEMMING STITCH
	How to sew a Plain seam
	How to sew French seams
	How to sew a Flat felled seam
	Collar
	Eton Collar
	If you want gathers on the lower part this can be drawn after the paper pattern is cut and separated into the yoke and the lower part

	Sleeves Bell sleeve:
	into four relatively even sections.




	Cap sleeve (1)
	Drafting the Cap Sleeve

	Flutter sleeve (1)
	Drafting the Flutter Sleeve
	For a relatively modest flutter and flare, separate the pieces about 1 1/2' each.
	The version shown at left is classic, and is really the easiest variation.
	The puff sleeve is common in little girl's clothing, but if done well it can also be nice for women (I prefer a slightly longer length for women - a girl's puff sleeve is almost a ball shape).
	Step 1
	Step 2
	Step 3
	Step 4
	Step 5
	Step 6
	Step 7
	Step 8
	Step 9

	Two piece:
	STEP 1
	STEP 2
	STEP 3
	STEP 4
	STEP 5
	STEP 6
	STEP 7
	STEP 8

	DFT 505S
	Diploma in Fashion Technology
	Department of Fashion Technology Women’s Polytechnic, Agartala, West Tripura
	Module 1: Advanced pattern making
	Measurement taken:
	2. Round chest-75cms
	4. Below round bust-65cms
	6. Distance between bust points-23cms
	0-1= length of front + 1cm (36cms) 1-2= 2cms (For shaping)
	3-4 & 2-5= 1/4th round bust + 4cms (24cms)
	8-9=2cms & 8-10= 2cms (dart width)
	0-12 & 3-13= shoulder + 0.5cms (16.5 cms) 12-13= join in straight line
	0-16 = 1/10 Round bust (8cms)
	Draw corner for round neckline shaping. Draw round neckline for front pattern. Join 14-16 for shoulder.
	Side seam dart 4-18= 1/16th round bust+ 1cm (5cms) 18-19= 2cms (dart width)
	20-21= 1/8th round bust+ 2cms (12cns)
	22-23=1.5 cms(Dart width)
	24-25= 1/10th Round bust (8cms) Join 22-25-23 in slant line for dart.
	0-1= Length of blouse+ 1cm (36cms) 0-2= 1/5th Round chest (15cms)
	1-5= 1/4th below round bust + 4cms (20.3cms) Join 3-5 for side seam
	7-8= Midpoint of 6-7
	0-10 & 2-11= Shoulder + 0.5 cms (16.5cms) 10-11= Join in straight line
	0-13= 1/10th Round bust (8cms) 0-14= 1/8th Round bust(10cms)
	Join 12-13 for shoulder Join 3-12 for arm curve
	Measurement required: Waist
	Hip depth Length
	AB=CD= 1/4th hip + desired flare EB=DF=1/4th hip less ½” BQ=High hip level
	QS= ½ hip less ½” (from Q towards)
	Join GH with a shallow curve. Join HS with a curve
	Join DC with a slight curve
	AB=CD=1/4 hip + 2” + Desired flare G=3/4” below B
	SQ= ¼ hip + 1 ½”, join SQ GH= ¼ waist + 2 ¼”
	Extend point L & M (to X) by 4” towards high hip line. Mark L1 and L2 from L on each side (about ½ of HK) Mark M1 and M2 from M on each side (equal to ½ HK) Join L1 , L, L2 and M1, M, M2 to form darts. Join G M2 M1 L2 L1 K H with a curve.
	Join SC with a straight line. Join CFD with a curve.
	Measurement required:
	N.W length Shoulder width Mid bust
	Long sleeve length Drafting(Front):
	1-3 =Arm depth, 1/6th bust +1” 1-4= N.W length+1/2”
	1-6=1/2 shoulder width + ½” 6-7= Draw a line
	6-9= Shoulder’s slope ¾” 1-10= 1/6th bust +1”
	8-13-14= Draw a line 13-15= ¾” Waist shape 2-16= 1/3rd hip +1 ½”
	19 is the midpoint of 6-7
	21-22=Neck open front 5 ½” Back:
	1-24 = Same as front 1-10 measure
	Back waist dart 8”x3/4” middle of 4-15 as per draft. Sleeve:
	3-4= ¼ bust-3/4”
	6 is the middle of 1-4 measure 7 is ½ of the 4-6 measure
	8-10= ¾ upward shape as per draft. 1-10-7-4= back armhole shape.
	Measurement required: Side length
	0-1 = Side length
	1-3= ½ bottom
	5-6= Draw as per draft
	Measurement required: (1)
	N.W length Shoulder width Bust
	0-1= Full length+ 1cm 0-2= N.W length +1cm
	3-4= 1/4th bust + 5cm 2-5= 3-4 measure-2cm
	6-7= 1.5cm upward
	8-9= square down as per draft 8-10= Shoulder drop 2.5cms
	0-12 = 1/12 bust + 1.5cms as per desired shape of neck style.
	Back part:
	14-15=2cm upward
	7-D= Side vent 1/3rd of the length from 5-7, 4cm per bottom folding
	0-1= Sleeve length + 1.5cm 0-2= 1/8th bust- 1cm
	A is the centre of 0-3
	Measurement required: (2)
	N.W length Mid bust Waist
	Short sleeve length Drafting(front):
	0-3=N.W length +1/2” 2-4= Bust 1/4th +1 ½”
	1-6= same as 2-4 (-) ¾”
	0-9= 1/5th neck shape, neck part 9-8 as per draft.
	A to B ¾” upward at lower armhole curve. Portion c=is the centre of 3 to 5 measure. Dart length 8”, dart intake is ½” as per draft. Making this waist dart in front and back portion of the shirt will give the proper fitness in the waist portion of the ...
	0-1= back part starting line 0-12=1/5th neck + ¼”
	11-14= 2 ¼”
	Sleeve:
	2-3= 1/4th bust + ½”
	0-3-6= Back sleeve shape 3-5-0= Front sleeve shape Collar:
	2-4= ¾ for shape 3-5= ½ upward
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